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PROBLEM
OF THE MONTH
This problem looks simple and it is simple. Still, 
few answer it correctly. It is not a trick problem 
but is based upon actual practices and fundamen­
tal principles. Send us your answer for criticism 
and we will send you the standard solution.
Can You Solve It?
Henry Black receives from a customer 
a note dated January 1, 19— in the 
amount of $1,000, due June 30, 19—, 
with interest at 6%. On March 31, 
19—, Black discounts the note at his 
bank, the discount rate being 5%.
Give entries in journal form to record 
the transactions on the books of 
Henry Black, assuming the note is 
paid at maturity.
HOW WOULD YOU DO IT?
And now, about another problem-YOUR PROBLEM
You want advancement with greater earning powers; 
you want to arrive at a worth-while place in the 
world in the shortest possible time. There are 
thousands of other men who entertain the very same 
idea. The goal is ultimately reached by those who fit 
themselves to fill these desired positions of high 
responsibility. Thousands of Junior and Senior 
executives owe their security of position and splendid 
pay to their training in Accountancy.
You cannot afford to stand still while others are 
striving to better their condition through attaining 
knowledge essential to advancement. Making this 
knowledge a part of your mental equipment is 
YOUR PRESENT DAY PROBLEM.
It may be an easily solved problem. Do as thousands 
of ambitious men and women have done. Make 
Walton Training in Accountancy the foundation 
for your future. Former Walton students now oc­
cupy enviable positions with the largest industrial 
and commercial organizations.
More than 1,200 Walton trained men and women 
have qualified in C.P.A., C.A. and American Insti­
tute examinations. Walton students have won 23 
high honor medals in Illinois C.P.A. examinations.
Walton trained men were awarded distinctive honors 
for nine successive years in American Institute ex­
aminations. Surely here is proof of Walton thorough­
ness. It’s the solution to your big problem. Enroll 
now in
Walton Courses In
Constructive Accounting — Advanced Account­
ing & Auditing — Cost Accounting — Business 
Law — Federal Income Tax Accounting — 
Mathematics of Accounting and Finance — 
C.P.A. Coaching
Mail the coupon below for your copy of
"The Walton Way
To A Better Day
This inspiring book, replete with facts, figures and 
positive proof of every claim made for Walton Train­
ing, has pointed the way to Success for thousands. 
You will find it both interesting and helpful. IT IS 
FREE, and sending for it entails no obligation.
Day and Evening Classes and Home Study Instruction
WALTON SCHOOL OF COMMERCE, 387-397 McCormick Building, Chicago, Illinois
Without obligation on my part, please send me a copy of “The Walton Way to a Better Day,” and suggestions as to what you can 
do to help me advance in the business world.
Name...............................................................................................................................................
□ Home Study Instruction
Address................................................................. I am 
Interested Resident Day Classes
City and State............................................................................................................................... in 
 □ Resident Evening Classes
Occupation.................. Age...................................
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Revised Edition!
Theory, Auditing and Problems
A four-volume digest of problems and ques­
tions given in 955 G. P. A. examinations by 
accountancy boards in 48 states; June, 1929 








39 New Jersey....................... 16





26 Other States.................... 572
The four buckram-bound volumes contain 400 
problems and 5,824 questions, classified in 
related groups, with lectures authenticated by 
7,579 specific references to recognized accounting 
authorities. Volume II solves problems in Volume 
I; Volume IV solves problems in Volume III. 
Time allowances are given so problems may be 
solved under C. P. A. conditions.
A Golden Opportunity
This set is almost indispensable to C. P. A. 
candidates as it combines C. P. A. theory and 
auditing questions with authenticated lectures, 
and classified C. P. A. problems with solutions 
and time allowances.
 FREE EXAMINATION COUPON  
| THE WHITE PRESS COMPANY, INC.
| Departmental Bank Bldg., Washington, D. C.
1 You may send me on 5 days’ approval books checked.
 □ Complete Set (Four Volumes, 1,871 pages), $15.00
I □ Volume I and Solutions (Vol. II), $7.50
. □ Volume III and Solutions (Vol. IV), $7.50
| I agree to pay for the books or return them postpaid within




| (Sent on approval only in U. S. and Canada) |




Following the enormous success of Thornton and Rey­
nolds’ “Duties of the Junior Accountant” a second vol­
ume has been written by F. W. Thornton and is now 
published for the American Institute of Accountants.
It has now been the good fortune of the American 
Institute Publishing Co., Inc., to induce Mr. Thornton 
to prepare another text on the closely related subject: 
“Duties of the Senior Accountant.” There have been 
numberless requests for a book of this kind which can 
be carried about without being burdensome and at 
the same time can convey to the senior accountant ad­
vice upon many of the points which will arise in the 
course of his work in the field and in the office.
The present book is as brief as it could possibly be 
made. The author felt, no doubt, that in a book of this 
kind there was no room for unnecessary verbiage. He 
felt that it was his pleasure and duty to tell in a very 
few words his opinion of what should be done. Those 
who are familiar with Mr. Thornton’s style will remem­
ber that he does not waste words. Here is a brief, 
clear and most interesting series of lectures on what 
the senior accountant in these modern days should do.
103 pages, cloth bound, pocket size, $1.25 de­
livered in the United States.
AMERICAN INSTITUTE PUBLISHING CO., INC.
135 Cedar Street, New York
When writing to advertisers kindly mention The Journal of Accountancy
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C. P. A. 
Examina­
tions?
Without obligation or cost, this in­
formative booklet, . "Planning the 
Special Form," will be sent to in­
terested Certified Public Account­
ants. It d escribes and illustrates 
basic principles, sizes, materials, 
and devices. Assistance in planning 
special forms will be cheerfully 
given by the Wilson-Jones sta­





3300 Franklin Blvd., Chicago
. . . Please send a copy of "Planning the 
Special Form"
Name___________________________________
Attach to your business letterhead.
New - Revised - Complete
A New FREE Booklet (just off the press) 
lists and describes
MORE THAN 1000 DIFFERENT
Pathfinder
Standard Forms & Systems
This booklet also outlines a few of the unusual types of service 
and cooperation that are available to the practicing accountant, 
including a wealth of accounting data for dozens of specific lines 
of business . . . The use of these nationally recognized forms and 
systems opens the door to an increased clientele. Through their 
use it is now possible to install up-to-date accounting systems for 
many lines of business, at a cost within the reach of the smallest 
firm . . . This booklet should be in the brief case of every public 
accountant for constant reference. If you are not thoroughly fa­
miliar with the nature and extent of Pathfinder products and 
service features, write for a copy of this new booklet today. 
Although it is mailed without charge, you will find it
These books give you the confidence of thorough 
familiarity with actual C. P. A. problems and ques­
tions. Here are 243 Accounting Problems — 260 
questions on Accounting Theory, 204 queries on 
Auditing Theory and Procedure — with Solutions to 
the Problems, carefully worked out in accordance 
with accepted principles and practice.
C. P. A. Problems 
and Solutions to
C. P. A. Problems
Both by Jacob B. Taylor, C. P. A. 
and Hermann C. Miller, C. P. A.
Both members of the Faculty, Ohio State University
Two Volumes, 1089 pages, 6x9, per set, $10.00, 
postpaid — payable $1.00 in ten days and $3.00 
monthly for three months
THESE problems and questions have been judiciously selected from those actually pro­pounded in recent state and A. I. A. examinations 
throughout the country. They cover a wide range of 
points and topics from the preparation of statements 
down to specialized accounting situations met in 
consignment, branch, retail, instalment, bank, real 
estate, and fiduciary work. Two complete examina­
tions are fully reproduced for checking one’s speed 
and proficiency under the usual time limits set.
Recommended for pre-examination study, training 
juniors, or a comprehensive review for anyone
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.
■ ■■■■■■■■ Examine FREE■ ■■■■■■■■
■ McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., ■
■ 370 Seventh Avenue, New York ■
■ Send me for 10 days’ free examination, postpaid, Taylor and ■ 
■ Miller’s C. P. A. Problems and Solutions to C. P. A. Prob- ■
■ lems. I agree either to return them postpaid within 10 days of ■ 
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Examination Questions
1927-1931, Inclusive
Bound in blue cloth; 266 pages and complete index; page size 5" x 7"
Price: $2.00
These are the official questions set by the Board of Examiners of the American 
Institute of Accountants for the examination of applicants for admission to the 
Institute. They have been adopted by boards of accountancy in approximately thirty- 
five states and territories of the United States for the examination of candidates for 
registration as Certified Public Accountants.
The book contains the questions and problems in auditing, commercial law and 
accounting used in the examinations from May, 1927, to November, 1931, inclusive. 
A bound volume containing unofficial answers to all the questions is now published 
(See advertisement below).
Orders to he sent to
AMERICAN INSTITUTE PUBLISHING CO., INC.
135 CEDAR STREET, NEW YORK
Unofficial Answers to Examination Questions 
of American Institute of Accountants
H. A. FINNEY, H. P. BAUMANN 
and SPENCER GORDON
PUBLISHED in response to urgent request from state boards of accountancy, colleges, schools, 
accountants, instructors in accountancy, students 
and others. The Board of Examiners does not make 
known its official answers. This volume contains 
answers which are the personal opinions of men who 
by experience and training are enabled to analyze, 
explain and answer the tests proposed by the 
Institute. Messrs. Finney and Baumann have been 
editors of the Students’ Department of The Journal 
of Accountancy. Mr. Gordon is an attorney 
who is familiar with the relationships of law and 
accountancy.
Every question is answered fully. In some cases 
several methods of analysis are employed.
The questions and problems themselves are pub­
lished in a separate volume, making the use of the 
two volumes practicable for class room work.
420 pages 6” x9" cloth bound. Price $3.00 delivered in the United States
Published for the AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS 
by the American Institute Publishing Co., Inc.
135 Cedar Street, New York
When writing to advertisers kindly mention The Journal of Accountancy
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This Catalog Should Be 
in Your Files
Out of long service and close con­
tact with the accounting profession 
has grown the National line of Loose 
Leaf and Bound Book equipment, 
sheets, binders, indexes and every 
other item used in business records. 
It includes not only every usual form 
and device in modern accounting 
practice, but many variations often
considered unusual enough to call for 
special printing. The new National 
catalog, now on the press, lists these 
for your convenience and that of your 
clients. It will be sent to you on re­
quest, without further obligation. 
Simply use the coupon below.
National
BUSINESS RECORD EQUIPMENT 
Accountants’ Working Kits 
Loose Leaf-Bound Books-Visible Records 
Machine Bookkeeping Equipment 
Standardized Forms for Every Purpose
NATIONAL
NATIONAL BLANK BOOK CO.
Dept. X 7 Holyoke, Mass.
| Please send me the new catalog of National
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You Need a Modern Method
for a Modern Job
INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC ACCOUNTING MACHINE
Business today requires executives to 
make more important decisions than 
ever before . . . decisions that must be 
based on conclusive and essential facts 
accurately compiled at low cost and at 
the greatest possible speed.
This can best be accomplished through 
the medium of International Electric 
Tabulating and Accounting Machines 
(Hollerith).
These devices compile accounting and 
statistical data with speed, accuracy 
and economy. They yield vitally im­
portant reports and analyses which are
not undertaken manually because the 
length of time that must elapse before 
their completion renders them of little 
value as operating guides.
International Electric Tabulating and 
Accounting Machines, in every phase of 
commerce and industry, are giving 
executives a better control and a deeper 
knowledge of their business.
In justice to yourself, permit one of 
our representatives to explain how they 
can vitalize your routines and provide 
similar results for you.
International Business Machines Corporation
International Electric Tabulating and Accounting Machines . . . International Time Recorders and Electric Time Systems
International Industrial Scales
General Offices
270 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y.
OFFICES AND SERVICE STATIONS
Dayton Moneyweight Scales and Store Equipment
IN
Canadian Division 
300 CAMPBELL AVE., W. TORONTO, ONT.
ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES OF THE WORLD
When writing to advertisers kindly mention The Journal of Accountancy
Unaform Accounting Schedules
The ideal working papers with special ruling and printed 
captions covering practically every phase of a complete audit.
“Unaform” Accounting Schedules consist of 37 
“Arms covering operations and methods which wide 
 practical experience proves can be employed by every 
concern. Under the supervision of Certified Account­
ants the correct and latest principles have been applied.
With captions already inserted and outline of pro­
cedure relative to each schedule shown on the reverse 
side, the elimination of lost time in the field and office 
is self-evident.
“Unaform” Accounting Schedules accomplish em­
ployment of uniform methods, efficiency, elasticity of 
procedure, elimination of lost time and assures the 
required information.
Voluntary comments from Certified Public Accountants:
“ I firmly believe that they are the most 
complete and comprehensive standard­
ized accounting schedules I have ever
C.P.A., New York, N. Y.
“I am amazed at the complete lay-out 
of the forms.”
C.P.A., Mansfield, Ohio.
“I find these Schedules complete in 
every respect. They cover all items 
that would ordinarily enter into an 
audit report and the arrangement and 
sequence is very satisfactory.”
C.P.A., Baltimore, Md.
“The merit of the forms is obvious.”
Accounting Dept., 
Fire Insurance Co., N. Y.
“ I think the working papers arc very 
good. They are adaptable to practically 
any audit and still are flexible enough 
to take care of special conditions.”
C.P.A., Detroit, Mich.
“We feel that your “Unaform” Ac­
counting Schedules fill an important 
need among accountants.”
C.P.A., Baltimore, Md.
“ We desire to congratulate you on the 
very fine work you have done.”
C.P.A., St. Louis, Mo.
“Your “Unaform” Accounting sched­
ules are quite ably designed. Moreover 
the selection of color makes the paper 
easy on the eye.”
C.P.A., Jackson, Miss.
Complete Sets (37 Schedules) in loose leaf cover for library or 
reference purposes $2.25 each.
Individual Schedules are padded for field and office use. Send 
for price list and descriptive circular.
44Unaform” Analysis Paper
A restful green shade, especially easy on the
eyes with Brown and Green ruling to match 
the Unaform Accounting Schedules.
New Low prices with samples on request
Yerg Incorporated, Belleville, N. J. 
Accounting Forms Division
Kindly send.......................................sets of “Unaform’
Accounting Schedules at $2.25 each.
Kindly send price list and samples of “Unaform” i 






... The Unaform Auditfolio ...
brief case.
Complete Classified Index is a time-saver 
enabling immediate reference to any work 
sheet.
A compact, indexed, loose leaf, work­
ing kit for accountants and auditors, 
with zipper fastener that completely 
seals contents and eliminates the
The Auditfolio is securely sealed 
with ZIPPER Fastener
Extension flaps which fold over papers, provides 
a smooth writing surface when completely 
opened as illustrated in cut below.
The “Auditfolio” has been designed to meet a 
demand for a compact and systematic method of 
handling working papers, eliminating the weight and 
bulk of the average brief case and lost time arranging 
papers. Among its many advantages are:
Light weight.
Papers properly indexed.
Tiro ring loose leaf binding securing 
all sheets.
Extension sides forming writing sur­
face for wide papers.
Pocket in cover for memo sheets.
The case is made of heavy, Levant grained 
Leatheroid, semiflexible, of great strength, with two 
ring binding mechanism and two extension flaps as 
shown in illustrations 3 and 4 to form a smooth 
writing surface for wide sheets. These flaps entirely 
close the right side of the “Auditfolio” and the 
bottom and left side are sealed with a zipper fastener 
(see illustrations). The indices are printed celluloid 
mounted on heavy paper reinforced with linen and 
should last indefinitely (note illustration).
To introduce this “Unaform Auditfolio” to the 
accounting profession your order on the coupon 
below entitles you to a complete set of our “Una­
form” Accounting Schedules as described on the 
preceding page. When you receive the complete out­
fit, if not entirely satisfied return it and we will give 
you full credit immediately, without question.
This illustration shows the Auditfolio opened 




Belleville, N. J. 
Accounting Forms Division
Kindly send ...........................‘Unaform Auditfolios” at
$8.75 each and include with each one a complete set 





If check is enclosed with order deduct five per cent.





Upon request, we will gladly send our book­
let, "How to Learn Accounting," to anyone 
who is interested in obtaining full information 
regarding I.A.S. training. Address the In­
ternational Accountants Society, Inc., 3411 
South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.
International 
Accountants Society, Inc.
A Division of the 
ALEXANDER HAMILTON INSTITUTE
AN outstanding feature of the course in 
Accounting offered by the Inter­
national Accountants Society, Inc., is the 
Resident Final Examination, which each 
student must pass before his diploma of 
graduation is issued.
The Resident Final Examination Plan 
was inaugurated in April, 1925, and every 
student enrolled for the ninety-lesson 
I. A. S. Course since that time is required, 
after finishing the work on his course, to 
take an examination held under the per­
sonal supervision of a Certified Public 
Accountant (or, if a C. P. A. is not avail­
able, an Attorney at Law) either in the 
student’s home city or in an adjacent city.
Just prior to the date of examination, 
the necessary examination questions and 
all blank forms for the candidate’s work­
ing sheets, schedules, statements, and 
other papers required for the solutions, are 
mailed to the supervising C. P. A., as a 
confidential communication between him­
self and the I. A. S.
The examination material is handed to 
the student at the beginning of the ex­
amination period. It is the supervisor’s 
obligation to remain with the student dur­
ing the examination and to insure that he 
completes the examination without having 
access to textbooks, notes, or any outside 
help.
When the examination is finished, the 
papers are turned over to the supervisor, 
who forwards them to the International 
Accountants Society, Inc., in Chicago, 
where final judgment as to the student’s 
eligibility for a diploma is made by the 
Active Faculty.
The same examination is never given 
the second time in the same city.
The Resident Final Examination Plan 
assures prospective employers that I. A. S. 
graduates possess a thorough, tested 
knowledge of Accounting.
When writing to advertisers kindly mention The Journal of Accountancy
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SUBTRACTION IS AS FAST AS ADDITION
ON THIS NEW
BURROUGHS
There are any number of jobs in an accounting depart­
ment that this new Burroughs can handle with greater 
ease, simplicity and economy, owing to its speed and ease
of operation . . . and its exceptionally low price. In fact,
TO SUBTRACT — Merely set up the 
amount on the keyboard and depress the 
minus motorbar. The amount is instantly 
subtracted, printed and designated by the 
symbol (—).
AND IT PRINTS A
CREDIT BALANCE
many concerns find it both efficient and economical to 
use one of these remarkable machines on each desk.
There are many styles and sizes, with either wide or
narrow carriage, from which to select a machine exactly 
suited to the type of work for which it is required.
TO ADD —Merely set up the amount 
on the keyboard and depress the plus 
motorbar. The amount is instantly added
For a demonstration ... or for complete information . . . 
telephone the local Burroughs office or write to the
and printed.
TO PRINT CR BALANCE —If 
the total of subtracted amounts is greater
BURROUGHS ADDING MACHINE COMPANY — DETROIT, MICH. than the total of added amounts, the 
machine computes and prints the credit
Burroughs
balance, automatically designating it (CR).
EXCEPTIONALLY FAST
FOR MULTIPLICATION
When writing to advertisers kindly mention The Journal of Accountancy
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EDITORIAL
It is generally possible for a student and 
lover of accountancy to regard the prog­
ress of his profession with a consider­
able amount of equanimity and gratification. Nearly all the time 
there is a forward and upward movement, and anyone who looks 
back over even a few years will be able to see indisputable proof 
of the improvement which is taking place. But once in a while 
there is something that is both painful and discouraging. Such 
an instance arose two or three months ago in an important county 
in an important state. It seemed to the authorities of that 
county to be desirable to have a comprehensive survey and audit 
of the county’s finances, and, in order perhaps to conform to 
some statute unknown to most of us, it was resolved that there 
should be an advertisement of what the county required and an 
invitation to make bids for the work. Somebody in the county 
offices was imbued with a notion that there should be nothing 
ambiguous in the arrangements and he devised a scheme of 
specifications that is, it seems, without parallel in the history of 
accounting. The document describing the matter consists of 
sixteen typewritten pages. The history of the authorization for 
the audit is given, then follows a general description of the kind of 
audit required, and after that we come to the minute details. 
Perhaps the most interesting and curious of the specifications is 
this:
“As elsewhere herein stated, these specifications shall not be construed as 
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be done in order to make a thorough audit of the finances of the county; if, 
however, the auditor finds that work should be performed to which these 
specifications can not be applied, then it shall be his duty to call that fact to the 
attention of the commissioners’ court, and the court shall have the right to 
authorize the performance by the auditor of such additional work. If the com­
missioners’ court decides that such additional work is not necessary, or will not 
be productive of results, the auditor shall have the right to include in his report 
the statement of the fact that he called attention of the commissioners’ court to 
such additional work. All work done by the auditor, whether specifically set 
out in these specifications or not, and all additional work done by the auditor, 
if any, which may be hereafter authorized by the commissioners’ court shall be 
deemed to have been included in the ‘estimated’ and ‘maximum’ costs stated 
in the auditor’s bid; and when the ‘estimated’ and/or ‘maximum’ cost shall 
have been reached, even though a part of that cost be for the doing of addi­
tional work dealt with in this paragraph, the auditor shall thereafter be paid at 
the reduced per diem rates herein elsewhere provided for any work in excess of 
the auditor’s ‘estimated’ and ‘maximum’ cost to the county.”
In other words it seems that the auditor may do anything he wants 
to do in order to complete his task, but he must not be paid more 
than a fraction of his stipulated charges.
Twenty Casualties 
Reported
The advertisement is so comprehensive 
that it does not seem as though there 
could be very much left for the ac­
countant to suggest after he had finished all the specified work. 
The specifications even go so far as to define accountants in vari­
ous categories and the number of hours in the day, and here we 
find a provision similar to that which has been quoted:
“ The bid shall state the ‘ estimated cost ’ to the county of the audit; and shall 
provide that when this ‘ estimated cost ’ shall have been reached the per diem 
rates applicable for any and all work thereafter shall be thirty per cent. less 
than the per diem rates specified in the bid.
“A second limit to the cost of the audit should be stated in the bid, to be 
known as the ‘ maximum cost’; and the bid shall provide that when this ‘ maxi­
mum cost ’ shall have been reached the per diem rates applicable for any and all 
work thereafter shall be fifty per cent, less than the per diem rates specified in 
the bid.”
If there were some other limit above the so-called maximum the 
accountant might be called upon to pay the county something for 
the privilege of carrying on. The whole document is one that is 
repugnant to the professional sense. Probably it was prepared 
by someone who did not even know that accountancy is a pro­
fession. And now, as the saddest item in the whole history, it 
remains to be recorded that advice has been received that approxi­
mately twenty firms of accountants made bids for this work. 
Such things as these are discouraging it must be admitted, but if 
all accountants would refrain from participation in any such 
venture the whole scheme of bidding for professional work in ac­
242
Editorial
countancy would cease. We have said this many times before, 




There is, however, this much more to be 
said, that the response to the call for 
bids produced some eloquent results. 
In spite of the precise and meticulous specifications provided by 
the county there was a difference between the highest and the 
lowest of more than 200 per cent. of the latter. The minimum fee 
in the highest bid was $75,000, and the minimum fee in the lowest 
bid was $24,900. The maximum fee in the highest bid was 
$100,000 and the maximum in the lowest was $28,800. Obviously, 
therefore, those who bid had no notion at all of what they were 
doing, or at least some of them must have had no notion, because it 
is inconceivable that there could be so wide a spread between the 
fees demanded unless at least one group of bidders was entirely 
misled as to the nature of the work. We can not remember a more 
impressive demonstration of the utter fallacy of bidding for profes­
sional work than this case which is now before us. If there had 
been a difference of five or ten per cent. between the fees demanded 
by different firms one would think that the bidding was animated 
by at least some fair idea of the work to be done. In the present 
case, however, there is no possibility of such an interpretation. The 
whole thing looks like guessing, and guessing may become an ex­
pensive pastime. On the other hand if there had been no bid the 
county would have been compelled to engage an accountant upon 
a decent and professional basis and probably would have paid less 




In the February, 1931, number of 
The Journal of Accountancy we 
discussed the decision of the court of 
common pleas of Mahoning county, Ohio, granting an injunction 
against the proposed merger of the Bethlehem Steel Corporation 
and the Youngstown Sheet & Tube Company. It will be recalled 
that while an appeal was pending from this decision the Bethlehem 
corporation decided not to proceed with the merger, and the main 
issue involved in the case thereupon became moot. However, 
efforts of the plaintiffs to collect costs from the Youngstown com­
pany led to further proceedings in the court of appeals for the 
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seventh district of Ohio; and that court has now handed down 
a unanimous decision which, in effect, reverses that of the lower 
court. The court of appeals found that the merger proceedings 
were properly carried through, that the proxies attacked by the 
plaintiffs were valid and the vote cast was properly counted by 
the inspectors of election, and that there was nothing to prove 
that “there was any fraud practised by the directors or anyone 
else favorable to the merger in this case which tended fraudulently 
to influence the stockholders to vote in favor of the merger,” and 
concluded that “the plaintiffs had no right to maintain an action 
enjoining the completion of this sale.” Incidentally, the court 
adopted a view of the duty of directors entirely different from that 
of the court below. In the course of its decision the appellate 
court said: “It is further urged that Youngstown’s board of 
directors did not give the proposition to sell all of the property 
of Youngstown the consideration that they should have given it. 
[This was substantially the view of the court below.] It is true 
that the board did not go into the auditors’ figures, but they 
would not have understood them, perhaps, if they had . . .”
In our comment of February, 1931, we 
referred to language used by the trial 
judge in relation to three eminent ac­
counting firms which had played a minor part in the trial. It is 
particularly gratifying to note that the appellate court differed 
from the court below on this question, also, and adopted a view 
substantially in accord with that expressed in our editorial. 
Inasmuch as we then quoted the language of the trial court, it is 
only just to quote the following paragraph from the decision of the 
court of appeals:
“The next error complained of is that Youngstown and Bethle­
hem secured three public accountants to make an examination of 
the proceedings of Price, Waterhouse & Co., and determine 
whether they were correct or not, that the report sent out de­
ceived the stockholders, that it purported to be a complete audit 
of these two companies, and finding that the result reached by 
Price, Waterhouse & Company was not unfavorable to Youngs­
town. We do not think that this is a fair criticism of this report. 
The second paragraph of the report sets out what these companies 
considered in arriving at the conclusion that they did. The report 
of the three accountants did not claim that they had made an 
independent audit of the books of Youngstown and Bethlehem.
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These accountants were employed after Mr. Eaton had made 
charges that the audit of Ernst & Ernst showed serious mistakes 
in the work of Price, Waterhouse & Co. . . .”
The opinion then goes on to discuss the campaign material that 
was issued, and concludes: "We do not think we need go further in 
referring to these claims of fraud than to say that we are unable to 
find that the members of the board or others who were in favor of 
the merger overstepped their rights as stockholders.”
A highly esteemed accountant, in a 
western city, sends us the text of an 
article written by a lawyer, in which the 
author attempts to resuscitate the subject of advertising by pro­
fessional men. He argues that the present condition of the pro­
fessions justifies a departure from the tradition which makes 
advertising, in the case of professions, taboo. As far as we can 
follow the argument of this author, it is to the effect that the 
people who originally opposed and continue to oppose professional 
advertising are really those who have achieved success and to 
whom practice naturally gravitates by force of example. He 
maintains that the young lawyer, or other professional man, 
should be permitted to tell the world that he is ready to do the 
world’s work. From this point he proceeds to contend that the 
public should be informed. Apparently not to advertise is to rob 
the public of information to which it is entitled. This is a thread­
bare subject and it should not be necessary, one would think, to 
reply at any great length, but as our correspondent believes the 
matter to be of importance it may be permissible to discuss the 
views of a man who believes that professions should advertise, 
within certain limits—but the limits are not set. Suppose, for 
the sake of argument, that the lawyer’s thesis be accepted and it 
be admitted that a professional man may advertise his profes­
sional services. Of course, we do not admit anything of the kind, 
but it is sometimes interesting to deal in considerations of pure 
imagination. Suppose a lawyer may advertise, what is he to say? 
How is he to express his advertisement? It would be very in­
structive to learn from the author of this sapient article what a 
lawyer has that he can advertise. He may have some second­
hand furniture or perhaps an automobile which he no longer 
cherishes. He may advertise these things and say that they 
are whatever they are, but that is not professional advertising.
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Presumably, he may advertise his professional services. Well, 
how? He certainly can not permit himself to compare his own 
abilities with those of his competitors—in this case “competitors” 
seems to be the right word. If he publishes what is called a card, 
what possible good can it accomplish? If he describes himself 
as proficient in special fields of legal work what can he gain? 
Would anyone for a moment be attracted by any kind of ad­
vertisement which could be prepared descriptive of the abilities 
and facilities of the lawyer? If the answer is No in the case of 
the law, how much more indicative of the fallacy of professional 
advertising is the argument when it is carried over into the pro­
fession of medicine and surgery.
What Shall the Ad­
vertiser Say?
Some of these very vocal proponents of 
professional advertisement are over­
looking, as they have always over­
looked, the obvious question of how to advertise if advertising be 
allowed. Perhaps our correspondent will ask the author of the 
article which he sends us what he considers to be a good, pro­
ductive and ethical advertisement for a lawyer. He may then 
go a little further and ask a physician to write an advertisement 
of his practice and capabilities. We know what the accountant 
who advertises will say, because he has already said it on many 
pages, for the expenditure of many dollars. If the other profes­
sions can not think of any better advertising than accountants 
have so far devised they would be wise to pause before embark­
ing upon a campaign of advertisement. Some accountants have 
devoted a great deal of attention to the production of what they 
claim is educational advertisement. Most of it is utter rubbish, 
and the effect of it all, so far as we have been able to ascertain, 
is injurious to the profession as a whole. There might be, per­
haps, less condemnation of an accountant who advertised than of 
a lawyer or a physician who fell into evil ways of that sort, 
because the accountant is more recently admitted to the ranks of 
the professions and he might be expected to carry with him a little 
taint of his unprofessional and unregenerate days. And yet the 
truth of the matter is that accountants, members of this newest 
of important professions, have been the most rigid in some ways 
in their codes of ethics. In the one subject of advertisement 
there is still a slight difference of opinion between a small minority 
which favors advertising and the vast majority which damns
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it. Among the members of the bar there should be no such lack 
of unanimity. At any rate, let the lawyer who believes that law­
yers should advertise write an advertisement and send it to us. 
We promise to publish it without charge, but of course we should 
be compelled to omit the name of the advertiser because it would 
be quite reprehensible to assist anyone down hill.
There is another plea made by the 
author of the article, namely, that the 
young lawyer and, of course, by infer­
ence all young professional men should 
be allowed to advertise so that they may force themselves into 
the forefront of fame and be given an equal opportunity with men 
who have established themselves by years of experience and high 
repute. Well, if there be any force at all in this we can not dis­
cover it. It has been explained time and time again that if all 
lawyers were permitted to advertise there would doubtless arise 
a competition in advertising. Even those who deplored the 
practice might find themselves compelled to participate. Now if 
that were so, the chance of the wee man to make himself heard 
above the tumult would be small indeed. The large firm could 
make a great deal more noise over a wider area than the little 
fellow who had few resources; and the outcome would be an even 
greater disparity between the opportunities of the known and 
the unknown practitioners. As a matter of common sense it 
seems evident to us that the restrictions against advertising by 
professional men are chiefly helpful to those members of the pro­
fessions who have not yet reached success. When there is a gen­
eral abstention from advertising the well known and prosperous 
firm or individual practitioner is precluded from announcing the 
fact of success, which is really about the only thing one could 
advertise, and, so far as the public seeking the services of a profes­
sional man are concerned, the little fellow has a much better 
chance than he would have if there were promiscuous ballyhoo 
by a whole profession. These are not idle theories. They are hard 
truths. The people who urge the abrogation of ethical rules 
against advertisement are generally of two classes. The first 
and most important is composed of people who have advertising 
space to sell, and the second consists of a disappointed group 
of men who have not been able to arrive. They, searching about 
for some method of improving their position, are driven to the
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forlorn hope that in advertising lies the way to accomplishment. 
These are days when straw votes and informal ballots are much 
in the public mind. They are good things, in a way. It might 
be interesting for the members of the legal profession to be in­
vited to cast a ballot on the proposal that lawyers be permitted 
to advertise. Similar questionnaires might be sent to physicians, 
accountants, architects and members of all other professions. It 
is, of course, absurd to predict what any ballot would reveal, but 
we are firmly convinced that there is not a worthy profession in 
the land which would not vote down by an overwhelming ma­
jority any proposal to place it on the commercial plane which 
advertising connotes. And careful analysts of the matter would 
doubtless find that there was no sound reason in favor of so 
retrogressive a suggestion.
Why Not Make It 
Unanimous?
As an illustration of the joys which 
accompany the editorial function, but, 
more important yet, as an example of a 
perfectly logical pursuit of an argument, it is a pleasure to present 
the following letters which have passed between a correspondent 
whose name is omitted for reasons which the correspondent ex­
plains and the editor of The Journal of Accountancy. The 
question of bidding for professional work is one that has been 
damned times out of number in these pages. There is nothing 
new that we can say on the subject, but the correspondent who 
prefers anonymity for the “honor of his ancestors” has said 
something which is original:
Within the past six months five building and loan associations in this and a 
neighboring city have passed into the hands of receivers. Investigation of their 
affairs reveals that every one of them has been honeycombed by graft and 
embezzlement for years. Although widely advertising themselves as being 
“under state supervision” it develops that the state failed to “supervise.” I 
am auditing one of them for the receiver, who by the way is a lawyer, and I find 
no record of the association’s having been examined by the state department 
or anybody else during the ten years of the association’s existence. Such is the 
potency of state “supervision.”
You will probably be interested to note a clipping from the law enacted in 
1931, amending the old law which had years ago placed the supervision of all 
building and loan associations under the secretary of state’s office. That office 
provided one (count ’em, one) clerk for that purpose. This new law of 1931 
provides certain qualifications for the commissioner, among which is the 
provision that he shall be an “accountant.” Just what an “accountant” is 
nobody seems to know. You will also no doubt be greatly incensed at the 
reckless extravagance of our state legislators in setting up a schedule of such 
exorbitant examination fees as listed in the attached clipping. [The fees range 
from $40 to $490.—Editor.]
Furthermore, a district judge, before whom one case was brought asking for 
a receivership, is now proposing to advertise for bids for an audit in order to 
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acquaint the receiver with the exact status of the defunct company. I wonder 
if he will also advertise for bids on the receiver and the attorney for the receiver, 
and, on that same basis, why shouldn’t the people advertise for bids on the 
district attorney and the district judge?
Possibly it might be a good idea to carry the idea a little further and advertise 
for bids for governor.
The next time I approach the matrimonial altar, or, in order not to create any 
misunderstanding at home, maybe I should say, if I have it to do over again I 
am certainly going to advertise for bids among the preachers, and the next time 
I send the kids to bed for making pigs of themselves at the dinner table, and 
have the last four pork chops all to myself, I am going to advertise for bids 
among the medical profession of the community. When I near the end of my 
allotted three score years and ten the undertakers (I beg your pardon, I meant 
morticians) are going to be asked to submit bids, in order that I may rest in 
peace, with the assurance that I have not been made the victim of some un­
scrupulous chap who thought he had the field all to himself and charged 
accordingly. And when I meet St. Peter at the gate I am going to say to him, 
“ Now look here, I have taken due precaution with my worldly affairs all my 
life and my favors have gone to the lowest bidder always. Now, if you want 
me for a tenant you're going to have to submit a sealed bid to be opened on the 
25th of next month or I’ll go to . . .” Oh, well, that’s a long way ahead, and 
maybe I should take a little time.
To which the editor replied:
When I returned to the office this morning I found your letter of July 20th, and I 
think I should like to publish a part of it in The Journal of Accountancy.
Do you wish your name to appear, or is Modesty standing in the way?
The correspondent’s second letter follows:
If you wish to publish any part of my letter of July 20th it will probably 
reflect less discredit on my ancestors if my name does not appear.
The district judge mentioned had his plans rudely interrupted before the day 
set for opening the bids for the audit. He made the mistake of appointing a 
business man as receiver after his first appointee, a lawyer, had been ousted by 
demand of the depositors’ committee. The new receiver promptly informed 
said judge that he preferred to choose his own auditor, and so the bids were 
never opened. And there we lost a job, because certainly no learned judge 
could have resisted our offer to do a perfectly beautiful job of artistic auditing 
for 10 per cent. less than the next lowest bidder.
This bidding proposition is a sure thing if only you know how to go at it (and 
the biddee is willing to take all the chances in the world).
Following publication of editorial com­
ment in the August issue of The 
Journal of Accountancy several let­
ters were received from readers drawing attention to what they 
believed to be the ignorance of bankers with reference to the 
pamphlet Verification of Financial Statements. One correspond­
ent draws attention to the monthly Bulletin of the Robert 
Morris Associates for November, 1930, reporting a meeting of the 
committee on cooperation with public accountants, in which it 
was revealed that some bankers at least had no acquaintance at 
all with this highly important document. Another correspondent
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writes us further and reports that he has made a somewhat 
thorough search. In his letter he says:
“For your information I have as a graduate student at the university of 
-------- conducted an inquiry into the matter of uniform balance-sheets. Par­
ticular reference was made to the study of the adoption of the uniform balance- 
sheet as recommended in the Bulletin. As your subscriber is probably aware 
the first Bulletin was issued in 1917, the 1929 issue having been enlarged and 
changed in some particulars.
“In undertaking this work I assembled research material from the following 
sources:
“ 1. Credit forms of 500 banks well distributed as to locality, size and type of 
banking.
“2. Annual reports from all companies listed in the Dow Jones industrial, 
rail and utility averages.
“The credit forms were carefully studied as to form and information re­
quired. The reports were examined for form and information submitted.
“As a result of this study the following conclusions were made:
“ 1. Of the 500 bank credit forms examined not one was in the form sug­
gested by the federal reserve board. Not one of the federal reserve 
banks had adopted the suggestion of the board. Only 11 of the forms 
were uniform and these were from controlled or chain banks. (Even 
these did not conform to the Bulletin recommendations.)
“ 2. Of the annual reports the railroads were, by force of law, compelled to 
use the form prescribed by the interstate commerce commission. The 
industrials had their own particular forms. A few of these bore faint 
resemblance to the recommended form. The utilities, particularly 
the holding companies, had their own particular forms.
“The results were so surprising that I felt there must be a substantial reason 
for the non-acceptance of the recommendations of the board by the banks, the 
companies and the accountants.
“I therefore began to question the above groups and found that unfortu­
nately they exhibited a surprising lack of knowledge regarding the uniform 
form. (This, of course, was not true of the accountants.) Upon further ex­
amination I found that many companies had persisted in using a form that had 
been adopted years ago in making their annual reports to stockholders and that 
the companies did not desire to make a change. The accountants were there­
fore in the position of being forced to make the same form of statement year 
after year. Now as to the banks. After a careful study of the credit forms 
and the credit systems of the 500 banks I believe that I can confidently state 
that most bank credit forms like Topsy ‘just grew up’. Similarity in forms of 
banks in the same localities leads me to conclude that after a credit department 
was instituted in one institution another following would ask about the forms 
the first bank was using and that those forms would be adopted by the bank 
seeking the information. There are always exceptions to every conclusion 
that is broad in nature. Many banks are now thoroughly interested in the 
form of the credit report and necessity is again mothering an improvement.
“I was greatly surprised that the federal reserve banks had not followed 
the recommendations of the federal reserve board. Upon contact with officers 
of the member banks I found that they considered the reserve bank as perform­
ing a discount function entirely and that they looked more to the bank seeking 
the rediscount than to the stability of the firm to which credit had been ex­
tended. Personally I believe that the federal reserve board has set the example 
of a uniform balance-sheet. The reserve banks have not followed the example. 
If they did they could exert a powerful force toward uniformity of reports 
submitted to their member banks.
“The thought has been suggested that uniformity stifles initiative. I dis­
agree with this view. Uniformity tends to set a lower standard only when 
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laziness enters. Uniformity does establish a minimum standard below which 
none can go. Initiative will tend to raise the standard so set.
“I believe that the results of the survey indicate that an intensive educa­
tional campaign could and should be conducted by organized accounting groups 
among the bankers and their borrowers. The accountants are well equipped 
both as to education, training and judgment to lead the way.”
However, He Can 
be Led to Water
It would be unfortunate indeed if the 
conditions revealed by our correspond­
ents were prevalent throughout the 
country. It seems incredible that a document recommended
strongly by the federal reserve board, published by that arm of 
the government, republished by the Robert Morris Associates, 
which is the association of credit men of the banks, and, of course, 
repeatedly mentioned by the American Institute of Accountants, 
which was the original author—it seems incredible, we repeat, 
that such a document should not have been known and carefully 
studied by men whose business it is to conduct the banking in­
dustry of the country. It is difficult to know what can be done to 
make them read. In discussion with bankers to whose attention 
this supposed condition has been brought there is always the same 
reply, “You can’t make people read and you can’t make all men 
wise.” This is true enough, but it does seem, particularly in 
times like the present when so much of the peace and happiness 
and future prosperity of the whole country depends upon the 
wisdom and perspicacity of bankers, that they would leave noth­
ing unlearned that could be learned to assist them in the conduct 
of their labors. If they will not listen to their own supreme 
authority, the federal reserve board, to whom will they pay heed? 
We confess that we have very little sympathy with any banker 
who wilfully or unconsciously overlooks the means of grace which 
are presented for his assistance and guidance. The federal re­
serve board can not insist perhaps that any banker or so-called 
banker shall do any one of a number of things which the board 
can recommend, but the public has rights and the public should 
insist unequivocably that men who undertake to handle finance 




History of Shoemaking in the United States
From the beginning of civilization man wore some covering on 
his feet, and as civilization progressed through the ages, the mak­
ing of footwear kept pace. The early settlers of the United States 
brought over from England strong serviceable footwear of good 
bark-tanned leather. On occasional ships, new supplies of shoes 
were brought over, but this source of supply soon proved insuffi­
cient to the needs of the people and they demanded that shoe­
makers come from Europe to make shoes for them. The first 
shoemakers came to the United States on May 28, 1629, and 
settled at Salem, Massachusetts. Soon the industry began to 
prosper. Stores were established to sell the shoes made or im­
ported and shoemakers travelled from town to town making and 
mending shoes.
At first the shoemakers made the shoes in their homes, combin­
ing shoemaking with some other occupation, but later small shops 
alongside the homes were built. The mortality rate among the 
early shoemakers was very high, because of the rank air of their 
workrooms and the cramped position of their lungs while bending 
over lasts.
After the revolution the shoe trade began to expand. The 
first shop where leather was tanned and shoes made for the 
wholesale trade was reputed to have been in the town of Danvers, 
Massachusetts, soon after the Revolution.
But while the trade was increasing and the shoemakers were 
struggling to expand their businesses, old established shoemakers 
of England and France were sending shoes to this country in such 
quantities and at such low prices that it was almost impossible for 
Yankee shoemakers to overcome the competition. To meet this 
situation congress put through a tariff sufficient to keep out 
European shoes until American shoemakers got a firm start in 
business. The shoe industry then began to prosper and has 
prospered generally ever since.
The development of machinery in the shoe industry was very 
slow. The sewing machine, invented in 1846, was adopted to 
sewing the uppers of shoes in 1851. In the course of time manu­
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facturers had sewing machines set up in their factories and con­
nected them with steam or other power. Much of this work had 
previously been done in the home, and the introduction of these 
power-driven machines made the industry more distinctly a fac­
tory industry.
In 1858, the McKay machine, a sewing machine which sewed 
the soles to the uppers, was invented. This was followed by the 
Goodyear welt machine, developed between the years 1871 and 
1875, which attached the soles to the uppers by the use of a welt. 
These two machines revolutionized the shoe-manufacturing in­
dustry. Production was greatly increased, hours of labor were 
decreased, wages increased, and people were supplied with better 
footwear at less cost.
For a number of years after soles had been sewed by machinery, 
it was necessary to last soles by hand, but in 1883 a successful 
lasting machine was invented, an almost human machine with 
fingers like a laster. Other machines were invented from time to 
time but they are subordinate to those mentioned.
Considerable opposition was offered by the workmen against 
the use of machinery, as they felt their trades would be lost, but 
they eventually bowed to the inevitable.
The steam engine was introduced for power in 1855 and after 
this shoemakers were forced into factories, as they could not meet 
the competition of machine-made shoes. The increased produc­
tion forced the owners into offices to take care of the business, and 
the management of the factories passed into the hands of superin­
tendents and foremen. Specialization began to be carried out on 
an extensive scale. While formerly one man made a whole shoe, 
now fifty or sixty persons, operating as many machines, and each 
specializing in a certain operation, make the shoe; and while 
formerly all kinds and classes of shoes were made in one factory, 
now certain factories specialize in certain kinds of shoes and thus 
increase production and cut costs.
Certain shoe organizations have been formed to handle prob­
lems like the tariff, national trade regulations, credits, factory 
conditions, and labor problems. Labor unions have been organ­
ized to provide shoemakers of skill and to see that the members 
are treated fairly as to hours of labor, conditions of employment, 
and wages.
Scientific management has played a prominent part in the 
development of modern shoe-manufacturing methods. Its ob­
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ject is to save time and labor, increase wages and improve prod­
uct. It considers the human element and undertakes to improve 
men and make them more proficient. It also tries to bring into 
harmony machinery, factory system and material with the 
workers. It seeks constantly to improve the employment of men, 
machinery, methods and products so that the producer may get 
more for his labor and the consumer more for his money.
Organization
A shoe company should have a well planned organization, 
properly controlled, with competent men in charge of the various 
divisions of the business and with the work and responsibilities of 
each executive well defined.
All the departments and department heads concerned with the 
manufacture of shoes are under the direction of a general mana­
ger, who usually is an officer of the company and directly respon­
sible to an executive committee or, in a small company, to the 
board of directors. The principal department heads in the 
manufacturing division of a shoe company are the style manager, 
purchasing agent, general factory manager, paymaster and cost 
and specification manager.
In a small company two or more of these positions may be held 
by the same person but the business seems to lend itself to these 
classifications of manufacturing organization.
Raw Materials
The raw materials used in the manufacture of shoes may be 
divided into four main divisions, as follows: upper department 
materials, sole department materials, supplies and findings.
Upper department materials consist of all materials entering 
into the uppers of shoes, both the outsides and the linings. In­
cluded among these materials are all upper leathers and various 
kinds of cloth used for the outsides and linings of shoes.
Sole department materials comprise all leather and substitutes 
used to make up the bottoms of shoes. Included under this 
heading are box toes, counters, felt, gem duck, heels, inner and 
outer soles, tops and top lifts.
Supplies consist of materials and articles used in the manufac­
ture of shoes and in preparing them for shipment, which are of 
sufficient value to warrant taking them into consideration sepa­
rately in preparing specification costs. Such items are buttons, 
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cartons, cases, eyelets and hooks, heel pads, labels, laces, pull 
straps, ribbons, seam welting, shanks, sock linings and stays.
Findings are the small parts or accessories of a shoe not covered 
by the three foregoing classifications but essential to the manufac­
ture of shoes. Coming under this heading are such items as 
cements, cleaners, chemicals, dressings, inks, nails, polishes, 
tacks, thread, wire, etc.
Leather, of course, is the principal raw material entering into 
the manufacture of shoes and may be described as being the skin 
of an animal, bird, fish, or reptile tanned or otherwise preserved, 
shrunk or toughened. Tanning consists in converting skins or 
hides into leather by the use of astringent acids. In earlier times 
these acids were derived from vegetable product, chief of which 
were the bark of the oak and hemlock trees. In recent years, 
mineral substances have come into general use for tanning, and 
tanning with these materials has proved to be much quicker and 
better, especially for upper leathers, giving them more softness 
and pliability and better wearing qualities. Chromealum is the 
principal mineral substance used; tanning with this material is 
known as “chrome tanning.”
The tannages obtained from oak and hemlock bark, combined 
with other vegetable and mineral tannages, are still used quite 
extensively in tanning sole leathers, which require a firm, solid 
texture. Several months are required for the tanning of leathers. 
Sole leather on account of its thickness takes much longer to tan 
than upper leather.
The tanning of leather is a separate industry. Some of the 
larger manufacturers of shoes own and operate their own tan­
neries, not only because of the saving but also to assure themselves 
of a supply of leather of a uniform quality, best suited for their 
particular needs. Upper leather is usually measured by the 
square foot; sole leather by the pound.
The chief kinds of upper leather used in the manufacture of 
shoes are calf skin, cow-hide side leather, kid or goatskin and 
sheepskin. Other special and fancy leathers are used less exten­
sively, such as buckskin, chamois, kangaroo, snake and lizard 
skins, alligator and shark-skins.
Some substitutes are used for leather in the manufacture of 
shoes. The chief substitutes for upper leather are fabrics, such as 
canvas, linen, and silk. Leatherboard and rubber are used as 
substitutes for sole leather and rubber heels are now being used 
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extensively. Celluloid and oilcloth products are sometimes used 
for box toes.
Manufacturing Processes
There are different methods used in the manufacture of shoes, 
but the difference is due chiefly to the manner in which the soles 
are attached to the uppers.
There are six general divisions or departments in the modern 
shoe factory, as follows: cutting department, upper-fitting 
department, stock-fitting department, making department, 
finishing department and packing and shipping department.
The main divisions may be subdivided into factory rooms, 
sections or departments. In large factories one finds additional 
supply departments, chief of which are the sole-leather depart­
ment, heel department, box-toe department, last, die and pattern 
department and box factory and printing department. The 
small factories usually buy the parts supplied by these de­
partments.
Shoes usually go through the factory in cases of twelve, twenty- 
four or thirty-six pairs, each case containing one style of shoe, 
but usually different sizes and widths. A separate numbered 
tag is made up for each case and the details as to the materials, 
style, last, die and pattern numbers, sizes and widths are shown 
on the tag. As each case of shoes goes through the factory, 
the sizes and widths of each part are kept in the same order as 
on the tag. The main tag first goes to the cutting department, 
while subsidiary tags go to the stock-fitting department and 
supply departments, so that when the uppers of the shoes in 
process reach the making department, the soles, box toes, lasts, 
etc., will be ready to assemble with the uppers for lasting.
All the materials necessary for the uppers are cut in the “cut­
ting” department. There are separate departments or rooms for 
the cutting of the outsides, trimmings and linings. The tag first 
goes to the stock room where the stock on hand is already sepa­
rated according to kinds, quality, colors, etc. The materials 
necessary to cut the outsides of each case of shoes are laid out, 
and the main tag is attached to each bundle, which is then ready 
for the cutter. Subsidiary tags go to the trimming and lining 
cutting rooms, where the cutting of these materials goes on 
simultaneously with the cutting of the outsides. The cutting 
of the upper is one of the most skilled operations in the business, 
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and one of the best paid. Cutting is done both by hand and by 
machine. The hand cutter, cutting on blocks, places a pattern 
over the material and cuts around the outside of the pattern with 
a small keen edged knife. The machine cutter places a die over 
the part of the material to be cut, presses a lever and the arm of a 
machine, known as the “clicking machine,” punches the sharp 
edge of the die through the material.
There are four principal parts to the outside upper of a shoe, the 
vamp, tip, foxings, and quarters. The last two have a left and 
right for each shoe. The cutter must know just where to place 
the pattern or die on the leather so as to get the stretch in the 
right direction and match the color and texture of the material.
The trimmings are generally cut from pieces of leather, etc., too 
small to be used by the outside cutters. In a large factory, when 
cutting the trimmings and linings, a number of tags are grouped 
together and the requirements are classified by styles, sizes, and 
widths. All similar parts are then cut at the same time, thus 
eliminating the constant changing of dies and patterns. After­
wards the parts must, of course, be reassembled according to the 
requirements of each case. The cutting of the trimmings and 
linings is done mostly on the clicking machines on which a number 
of thicknesses of lining can be cut through at the same time.
The various pieces cut are then stamped with lines showing 
where the stitching, perforations, button holes, eyelets, etc., are 
to go. The edges of the upper leather, which will show, are 
“skived” or beveled to a thin edge, which is then cemented and 
folded in, so as to give the shoe a more finished appearance. The 
various pieces are next assembled according to tag or lot numbers, 
and the separate pieces necessary for each case lot are tied to­
gether. A check is made to see that all pieces are accounted for 
and the size and width marked on each piece at this time in order 
to eliminate mistakes in going through the stitching department, 
to which the various parts, assembled by cases and accompanied 
by the main tags, are now ready to go.
All of the stitching, perforating and joining together of the 
uppers and linings is done in the stitching department. The 
room is divided into lines of machines. Every operation is 
performed by a different person on a different machine. The 
various parts of the lining go down one line of machines and, when 
they reach the end of the line, the lining parts are all sewed 
together. Various trimmings are sewed on by different operators; 
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the parts requiring perforations, buttonholes, eyelets, hooks, etc., 
are put through special machines for these purposes, and rein­
forcements are pasted on the parts which will have to stand the 
most strain. The outside parts then go down a line of machines 
where the tips are sewed to the vamps; the quarters and foxing 
are sewed together; the tongues are attached; and the quarters 
are sewed to the vamps. This operation completes the joining 
together of the parts representing the outside uppers of the 
shoe. The completed lining is next sewed to the outside upper 
completing the upper of the shoe, which is then ready for the 
making department. The sequence of the operations in the 
stitching department may vary considerably among factories and 
according to the style of the shoe, but the final result is the 
same.
It should be remembered that in going through this department, 
the various parts have been kept together by case lots, in the 
same order of widths and sizes, the various parts being separated 
for the several operations and finally assembled piece by piece 
into the finished upper. The main tag follows the vamp, and 
auxiliary tags are used for the other principal operations in this 
department.
As has been stated, when the main tag is sent to the cutting 
department, an auxiliary tag goes to the stock-fitting department, 
so that when the uppers of the shoes are completed, the bottom 
parts of the shoe, which are prepared in the stock-fitting depart­
ment, are also ready for assembling with the uppers in the 
making department.
All of these parts are carried in the stock-room of this depart­
ment and either have been purchased, in the case of small com­
panies, or prepared in special departments by the large companies. 
The sole leather parts, as purchased or prepared, usually are in 
roughly blocked form and must be made to conform to the shape, 
size and width required, on a machine which cuts around the sole 
in conformity with an exact pattern.
In a large company, having a number of factories, generally 
only one method of shoemaking will be used in a single factory, 
either the McKay or the Welt process. The McKay insoles, 
which require only light leather, are first dipped in a solution of 
glue to harden and strengthen them, and are then cut in sizes and 
widths. The Welt insoles, which require a somewhat thicker 
leather, are first cut out in the required sizes and widths and are 
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then put through a channeling machine which, with two knives 
acting in opposite directions at the same time, cuts a double slit 
along the edge of the insole. The channel thus made is opened 
up on a lip-turning machine which raises a ridge around the outer 
edge to which the welt is later sewed. The lip is generally rein­
forced with canvas, cemented to and covering the bottom of the 
insole inside of the channeling to the top of the lip. The welt 
inner sole is sometimes slashed or cut across the ball of the foot 
on the under side to make it flexible.
In the outer sole division, the soles are cut to the required sizes 
and widths; the shank part of the shoe is thinned out and 
smoothed, and the heel seat is smoothed; and the soles are soaked 
and then moulded upon a high pressure machine to the shape of 
the shoe bottom. A feather edge is given to the forepart and heel 
seat of the soles which are to be made by the McKay process and 
channels are cut and turned in those to be made by the Welt 
process.
The counters, box toes, and heels are usually made in the re­
quired shapes and sizes and require no special treatment in the 
stock-fitting department.
When the insoles and outer soles have been completed they 
are assembled with the counters, box toes, and heels, packed in 
case lots according to the accompanying tags, and sent to the 
making department.
The making department is divided into three principal divi­
sions, namely: lasting department, bottoming department and 
heeling department.
If more than one method of attaching the uppers to the bottoms 
is used in a single factory there would be separate rooms or divi­
sions for the methods used.
From the making department, the shoes in process come to 
the finishing department, separately, by case lots with the main 
tags attached. In the finishing department, the heel and the 
edges of the shoe are blacked, or covered with a dressing suitable 
to the leather used, and finished on burnishing machines. The 
bottom of the shoe is buffed to remove the marks of handling 
and then is rebuffed to a finer degree on a special machine, after 
which it receives a number of coats of stain or other material and 
is then polished.
The shoes then pass to the “treeing division,” where they are 
made to conform perfectly to the shape of the last, and the finish 
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of the leather is restored. The last is then removed and the shoes 
are examined inside for tacks or other imperfections. Bottom 
linings and heel pads are put in, if this has not already been 
done in the making department. The shoes are then placed on 
tree arms, where dirt and other substances are cleaned off, a 
dressing is applied to fill the pores of the leather and the surface is 
fully restored. Sometimes it is necessary to restain the shoes to 
bring out the finish. The shoes are then ironed with a hot iron 
upon the tree to give them permanent form. This is a very im­
portant and exact operation. After a final inspection, the shoes 
are sent to the packing and shipping department in case lots with 
the main tag attached.
In the packing department, the shoes are brushed off, inspected 
and placed on tables in pairs by sizes. The labels on the ends of 
cartons are stamped with the style, stock number, size, width and 
kind of leather. Each pair of shoes is wrapped in tissue paper 
and placed in a separate carton.
The shoes are then placed in stock according to stock numbers 
or placed in containers for shipment to customers. This is the 
first time the shoes are separated from the tag, which has followed 
them by case lots through the factory.
Copies of customers’ orders are kept in the shipping department 
and as the shoes are finished or the time for shipment is at 
hand, the orders are filled and checked off and the shipments 
made.
From the time the shoes are put in process in the cutting 
department until the finished shoes reach the packing department, 
a period of from two to three weeks has elapsed, depending on the 
kind of shoe manufactured and the efficiency of the various 
operations and the production system.
Production Methods and Control
Most of the modern shoe factories now operate under a produc­
tion or “sheet” system, some of the more important advantages 
of which are as follows:
Reduction of time in process.
Uniform volume of production, resulting in decrease in cost 
and overhead expense.
More steady employment for workers, with increased efficiency. 
Economic use of material.
Ability to tell exact dates of shipment.
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The production system consists of putting into the factory 
each day a given number of cases of shoes so selected that they 
will not exceed the capacity of the plant and will pass through the 
various departments without meeting unusual obstacles or delays.
The first step in the operation of the production system is an 
analysis of sales orders. As the orders are received, they are 
entered on an order-analysis form, which should show the quanti­
ties of the different kinds of shoes to be made, number of lasts of 
each style required and quantity of various kinds of leather or 
other materials necessary. The purpose of this record is to show 
the burden to be placed on the factory and equipment and to give 
the purchasing agent a record of material and last requirements. 
The record should be kept by shipping periods, each month being 
divided into a number of periods and each order assigned to a 
certain period. The orders of a certain period are then grouped 
by similar styles into case lots of twenty-four or thirty-six pairs, 
and tags are prepared for each of the various lots.
The tag is prepared so as to show all details necessary for the 
construction of the shoe, some of the most important of which are:
Style of shoe and sizes and widths.
Color and kind of outside materials and patterns required.
Kind of linings, trimmings and other inside materials with 
proper patterns.
Box toe, counter, grade and weight of sole, heels, shanks, etc. 
Fastening, stitching, finish of bottom and edge, etc.
Kind of sock lining, heel pad, laces, cartons, etc.
As the time approaches for beginning the production of the 
shoes, tags are divided into groups, each group comprising the 
work to be put into the factory each day. The tags for each 
group are then numbered consecutively (the first tag taking the 
next number after the last number entered on the previous pro­
duction sheet) and are then entered on a production sheet, which 
contains certain information taken from the tags, such as the tag 
number, number of pairs, style of shoe, etc. Enough copies of the 
production sheet are made for each department or checking 
station and for office records.
A time-table is prepared to show the exact day and hour when 
the last case on each sheet should pass each department or check­
ing station. This information is entered on the production 
sheets, giving each department head information as to the exact 
time he may expect the shoes listed on each sheet and when they 
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should be completed in his department. The time for completion 
in each department or checking station is also entered on a record 
in the factory office, which keeps a record of the shoes as they go 
through the various departments.
Checking stations are located in different parts of the factory 
where the passage of shoes is recorded at least once a day. Some 
departments may require several stations. As lots are completed 
and ready to pass the various checking stations, the case or tag 
numbers are canceled on the “sheets.” The open items on the 
sheet represent the cases not completed. When certain lots of 
shoes are not completed in scheduled time in a department, these 
lots are traced, the reasons for the delinquency is determined, and 
the lots are rushed. Workmen should not be allowed to work on 
a new “sheet” of shoes until the old “sheet” has been entirely 
completed. After all cases have been crossed off in a certain 
checking station the “sheet” is marked with the date and hour of 
completion of the last case and is then taken to the foreman of 
the next department for his signature as to the receipt of the shoes 
in his department. After that the “sheet” is sent to the factory 
office for record of date and hour of completion on the calendar 
and time table, from which the factory superintendent can check 
the passage of the shoes through the various departments and the 
efficiency of the various foremen.
Products and By-products
The products of the shoe-manufacturing industry may be said 
to include all outside coverings for the feet, made of leather or 
other materials, for all times and all purposes. This would in­
clude shoes, boots, bedroom slippers, etc., for both male and 
female, for all ages and sizes, from infancy to old age, from the 
daintiest woman’s shoe to the hod carrier’s rough working shoe, 
and from the light-weight fabric shoe for summer to the heavy 
weather resisting shoe for winter.
Manufacturers, however, generally specialize in a particular 
kind of shoes. Some produce only boys’ and men’s shoes; others 
produce infants’, girls’, and women’s shoes; some produce only 
high-priced custom shoes for a certain class of people, where 
quality and style are stressed; others produce low-priced shoes to 
appeal to all classes of people; some produce dress shoes; others 
produce working shoes; some produce shoes of special leathers, 
styles, etc., while others produce shoes where the comfort of the 
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shoe is paramount, such as the arch-preserver shoe and other 
corrective shoes of this kind; some produce shoes to sell under 
buyers’ names, others market their shoes under their own brands 
or trademarks.
Leather is too valuable to waste, and there is little waste in the 
efficiently operated shoe-manufacturing factory. The leather is 
used to the best advantage, pieces too small for main parts of the 
shoe are utilized for trimmings, etc. All the remaining scraps and 
shavings from the leather and cloth are sold, the leather scraps 
being ground up and used as fertilizer.
Specification Costs
After a new model for a shoe has been designed and the specifi­
cations for the construction of the shoe and the materials to be 
used have been determined, the selling price of the shoe must be 
fixed. In order to fix the selling price, the cost of the shoe must 
be accurately determined before manufacture is begun. For this 
purpose, a cost estimate for each style of shoe and for each range 
of sizes is prepared. The estimate is usually made for a dozen 
pair of shoes, in order to eliminate fractions of cents. Where, for 
instance, a style of shoe is to be made up in youths’, boys’ and 
men’s sizes, a separate estimate is prepared for each range of 
sizes, but the estimate of cost would be based on an average size 
in each division, as it is thought that the cost per pair of all sizes 
combined in any size range would about equal the cost of the size 
used in preparing the estimate. Because the selling price is the 
same for all sizes, within a size range, no estimate of the cost of the 
various sizes is considered necessary.
In preparing the estimate, all the numerous parts of the shoe 
and the labor operations are listed down the side of a form or on 
supporting forms used for this purpose, the standard parts and 
operations generally being printed and space left for filling in 
additional items. Separate columns are provided on the form for 
material and labor costs, which are entered in detail opposite the 
respective articles to which they apply. The royalty, allowances 
for lasts, dies and patterns, manufacturing overhead, selling, 
general and administrative expenses, discount and profit are 
added to the total of the labor and material items to reach the 
selling price of the shoe.
Before the various items can be estimated a considerable 
amount of research work must be done. The raw materials, 
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supplies and findings required are generally valued at market, and 
this value must be changed from time to time for any important 
changes in the market. The value of the cut parts, supplies and 
findings can easily be obtained, but before the value of the leather 
and other materials to be used in cutting the uppers, trimmings 
and linings can be extended it is necessary to determine the foot­
age or quantity of these materials necessary to cut the various 
parts and to fix “cutting allowances.” The cutting allowances 
for linings and trimmings, where the exact size of the materials 
from which they are to be cut is known, can be computed ac­
curately without much difficulty, but the footage of leather neces­
sary to cut the uppers, which represents one of the largest items 
entering into the specification cost, is more difficult to determine, 
on account of the lack of uniformity of the skins in size and shape 
and the necessity of cutting the various parts out of certain parts 
of the skins so as to match in color and appearance and to get the 
stretch of the leather in the right direction. The cutting allow­
ance for leather is determined by first fixing a base allowance, 
founded on the number of square feet necessary to cut the parts 
out of paper, which is determined by test or from tables and then 
adding a coefficient representing a predetermined percentage 
based on previous experience to allow for the loss of footage 
caused by the cutting requirements already mentioned. The 
cutting allowances must be fair and accurate, as the estimated 
cost of the shoe is based on them and the shoe is sold on that basis 
before the actual cost is determined.
The labor on all of the operations in the manufacture of a shoe 
is paid for on a piece-rate basis, with the exception, in a large 
number of companies, of the labor of cutting the uppers, which is 
paid for on an hourly basis, because if this work were on a piece- 
rate basis, the workmen would endeavor to earn as much as 
possible, and might become careless with the material, a small 
saving of which would more than offset any increase in the labor 
cost. The labor cost of the operations which are standard or 
similar to operations on other styles of shoes is determined from 
rates previously fixed. Time studies or accurate estimates must 
be made in order to determine the labor cost of new operations.
Royalty is paid on certain machines used on a per-pair basis 
and the royalty cost of the shoe can be easily computed.
One of the hardest items in the specification cost to determine 
is the fair amount to charge to the cost of the shoe for lasts, dies 
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and patterns. This represents a large item in the manufacture of 
shoes. There must be a pattern or die for each part of the shoe 
and in most instances a different die, pattern and last for every 
style of shoe. In determining the cost to be charged on the esti­
mate, it is first necessary to know the number of pairs of shoes of 
the particular style to be manufactured and then divide the cost 
of the lasts, dies and patterns on this basis. The information 
necessary to permit this estimate may be obtained from the sales­
men. In some companies manufacturing a staple kind of shoes, 
where a large number of shoes of each style is produced, the lasts, 
dies and patterns cost is included in the manufacturing overhead 
and the cost is distributed on the same basis as the other manu­
facturing overhead items.
To provide for manufacturing overhead expenses, a prede­
termined percentage applied on either the estimated labor cost or, 
in some cases, the labor and material cost combined is added. 
No attempt is made to determine or distribute the manufacturing 
overhead expenses in the estimate by departments, as practically 
all the shoes manufactured go through all departments and the 
overhead can be equitably distributed in total. In a large com­
pany, where only a certain kind of shoes would be manufactured 
in any one factory and the labor cost of the different styles would 
be practically the same, the manufacturing overhead may be 
distributed at a fixed amount per dozen pairs. An allowance for 
general and administrative expenses and selling costs based on 
predetermined percentages of previous manufacturing costs or 
estimated current costs is added to take care of these items, and 
then a percentage of the total cost is added for the expected profit 
in order to arrive at the selling price of the shoe, which is generally 
fixed at an even amount.
It is the work of the cost department to furnish the percentages, 
etc., to be used and to prove their accuracy from time to time 
from the actual costs.
Material Records and Costs
All materials, supplies and findings used in the manufacture of 
shoes are kept in store-rooms in the various departments under 
the custody of storekeepers. Perpetual inventory records of the 
various materials used and of the more important supplies and 
findings are usually kept. The perpetual inventory records are 
generally kept by quantities alone, but sometimes by both quanti­
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ties and values, depending on whether a cost system requiring 
such information is used or not. The materials and supplies 
received are posted on the inventory records from duplicate in­
voices or duplicates of receiving reports, while the withdrawals, 
which are authorized by production orders, supported by shoe 
tags, in the case of materials, and by requisitions, in the case of 
supplies and findings, are posted from these sources. The records 
used in the case of cut parts and supplies are similar to the records 
used in other manufacturing industries, consisting of a perpetual- 
inventory card or loose-leaf system, a weekly report of quantities 
received, quantities used and quantities on hand for use of the 
cost and specification departments in compiling costs and esti­
mates, and a statement of requirements for the use of the pur­
chasing agent. The material records for the cutting department, 
however, require special treatment. The perpetual-inventory 
records are somewhat similar to the other records of this nature. 
A card is kept for each lot of material with full details and 
columns for material issued and materials returned, the last 
column being necessary on account of materials issued to the 
cutters in excess of actual requirements. The quantities are 
shown in feet or yards.
Before the material is issued to the cutters, a record is prepared 
in the factory office for each case lot showing the stock number 
of the shoe, description of the leather to be used, details of the 
parts to be cut and the predetermined cutting allowance for each 
case of shoes. This record goes to the stock room where the 
materials are issued according to specification. The name and 
number of the cutter to whom the material is issued for cutting is 
entered on the record, and after the parts have been cut and a 
record has been made by the cutter on the cutting record, the 
excess leather is returned to the store-room by the cutter, who is 
given credit on the cutting record. The cutting record is then 
completed to show the actual quantity used, the value, the allow­
ance and the gain or loss in both quantity and amount.
Summaries are compiled weekly and monthly to show the 
record of each cutter and the total gain or loss in quantity and in 
value between the allowance and the actual. If a cost system 
which “ties in” with the general records is in use, the monthly 
charge to work in progress and the credit to the inventory ac­
counts for materials used can be obtained from the summaries. 
The credits to the inventory accounts can be made at actual cost 
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or at the estimated cost. If the inventory accounts are credited 
at estimated cost, the variation between actual cost and estimated 
cost will remain in the accounts until a physical inventory is taken 
and the accounts are adjusted, but if the inventory accounts are 
credited at actual cost, work in progress can be charged with the 
estimated cost and an account “material variations” charged or 
credited with the variation between the actual cost of materials 
and the specification cost. The credits to inventory accounts and 
charges to work in progress for sundry supplies and findings used 
are generally made at the estimated specification cost of such 
items used, as it is impracticable to keep a record of loss or gain 
on such supplies. In some shoe companies the volume of work in 
compiling information as to materials used and in making 
monthly entries for them to the inventory and work-in-progress 
accounts is considered too great to justify the time necessary. 
Therefore, such information about important raw materials is 
kept in memorandum form only.
Wage Systems, Payroll Procedure and Labor Costs
As already stated, practically all of the direct labor is paid on a 
piece-rate basis. The principal exception is the cutters, who are 
usually paid on an hourly basis. Beginners are often paid on an 
hourly or daily basis until they have become experienced, and 
there are usually a few persons in each department, whose work is 
of such a nature that it is more practicable to pay them on an 
hourly or daily basis than on a piece-rate basis. Work of this 
nature includes the trucking of shoes from one department to 
another, assembling of parts, etc. An average cost per dozen, 
based on previous experience, is generally included in the cost 
estimate for indirect labor, or the labor may be included in over­
head expense and so distributed.
The following procedure is used by one concern for its factory 
payrolls and labor costs. Every week each employee receives a 
time card with his name and number, on which he punches daily 
his time in and out. On the reverse side of the card are inserted 
the total hours worked, the rate, if paid on an hourly basis, the 
total earned, the deductions and the amount paid. The employee 
signs his name and address on the card before receiving his wages. 
The piece workers, in addition to the time card, fill out a “worker’s 
daily report.” This shows the worker’s name and number, oper­
ation, and machine number. Columns are provided for case
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numbers, pairs, stock numbers, sizes and price (labor allowance 
per case). As the employee completes his work on each case of 
shoes, he fills in the information, using a line for each case. At 
the end of each day, he totals up his earnings for the day, inserts 
the total in the space provided therefor, enters his accumulated 
total for the week to date and turns in the report to the factory 
office. In the factory office, a sheet for each operation is kept, 
showing the name of the operation and the rate or rates applicable. 
This form is blocked off into 1,000 small spaces, numbered from 
1 to 1,000, and at the top of the form is entered the thousand for 
which the sheet is used; thus if 5,000 was entered at the top of the 
form the number 1 would mean 5,001. These numbers represent 
the case numbers and are used to account for each operation on 
each case of shoes. Since not all of the shoes may pass through 
such operation or since the rates may not be the same for different 
shoes, a method must be used to indicate this variation. There­
fore, each rate is given a different color and a line is then drawn 
down the middle of each column of spaces, the different colors 
being used for the different rates and no lines being drawn 
through the spaces which do not take the operation. After the 
piece workers’ daily reports are turned in, the employee’s number 
and a number to indicate the date is stamped in the space provided 
for each case, the rates shown on the employees’ cards being 
checked as the entry is made. Every case is accounted for and 
the accuracy of the employees’ reports as to cases and rates is 
proved. If cases are missing or reported more than once, they are 
looked up and any errors either on the part of the employees or in 
entering are corrected. From these forms, if the shoes show 
defective workmanship, can be ascertained the names of the 
workmen who performed any operation.
After the case lots have been entered on the sheets, the piece 
workers’ daily reports are proved as to the day’s earnings and the 
reports are filed by employees’ numbers until the end of the week, 
when adding machine runs are made of each employee’s earnings 
for the week, the total being entered on the time card, previously 
mentioned, and on a form for each employee, showing his record 
of earnings each week for a year and also deductions, amount paid, 
etc. The time workers’ weekly wages are also entered on these 
forms from the time cards.
From the “record of earnings” cards, a summary of the weekly 
payroll, classified by departments and between productive and 
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non-productive labor is prepared on a form with columns for four 
weeks, from which the distribution of the payroll is obtained. A 
list is also prepared from which the payroll cheques are made out, 
and the cheque numbers are entered on this list. The cheques 
are distributed by office employees, in the presence of depart­
ment foremen, the employees signing the time cards at this 
time.
In the cost department monthly totals of the distribution by 
departments, classified between productive and non-productive 
labor, are entered on a form, which is designed to show the gain or 
loss for the month and for the year to date, between the estimated 
labor on shoes produced and the actual labor, and also to show the 
cost per pair in each department.
The departments are listed down the side of the form, and 
columns are provided for pairs produced for the month and the 
year to date, the estimated labor for the month, the actual labor 
cost for the month, the gain or loss for the month and for the year 
to date and the cost per pair for the month and for the year to 
date. The information obtained from this source enables the 
officers to keep a close check on the accuracy of the estimated 
labor costs used in the specification cost estimates. This system 
would only work properly in a factory where a more or less uni­
form class of shoes was produced or where the production was in 
sufficient quantity to make an average cost accurate.
Overhead and its Distribution
In overhead are included all the expenses in the manufacture of 
shoes which, on account of being more or less general in their 
nature, can not be charged directly to the cost of the shoe but yet 
represent an important part of the cost of the shoe and must be 
distributed on some equitable basis.
Some companies include in overhead certain of the minor 
supplies and findings used in all shoes and also departmental 
non-productive labor, while others make specific allowances for 
these items in the specification-cost estimates. The practice is 
not uniform and depends somewhat on the kind of shoes manu­
factured. Other items for which specific allowance may or may 
not be made are lasts, dies and patterns. If the lasts, dies and 
patterns are for a special class of shoes, in which the styles change 
rapidly, it is better to make a specific allowance for these items, 
as they represent an important part of the cost of the shoe.
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The following is a list of the important expenses usually classi­
fied as overhead items:
Administrative expense
Depreciation—buildings and equipment 










Stationery and shoe tickets 
Taxes
Telephone and telegraph 
Water
Some large companies, operating a number of factories, include 
in overhead expenses inter-departmental interest charges on plant 
and equipment and on stock, in order to place the factories on an 
equal footing.
The most common method of distributing overhead expense in 
the shoe business, is on the basis of a pre-determined percentage 
of the labor cost. The reasoning behind this method of distribu­
tion is that the overhead expenses increase in direct proportion to 
the productive labor cost, since the more complicated the manu­
facture of the shoe, the longer it would be in process and the 
greater the labor cost and the overhead expense. Some com­
panies distribute overhead on the basis of a percentage of the 
labor and material cost combined, which might be suitable in 
some instances where a varied class of shoes is manufactured. 
Another basis of distribution of overhead is a fixed amount per 
pair of shoes manufactured. The use of this method would only 
be practicable where a uniform sort of shoes was produced and the 
time in process and the labor costs of the several styles did not 
vary to any great extent.
The overhead rate or percentage, found by dividing the total 
overhead expense by the total labor cost, may be based on pre­
vious overhead and labor costs or may be based on the estimated 
overhead and labor costs for the current year. The latter 
method, known as “budgeting” is coming more and more into 
use, since in addition to having the benefit of experience to go 
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on, it can take into consideration economies to be effected and 
changing conditions in the business.
Under the budget plan, which must be completed prior to the 
beginning of the period to which it applies, the first thing to be 
fixed is the production for the period. The sales department is 
asked to indicate the amount of expected sales, and from this the 
estimated production is fixed; but the capacity of the plant must 
be taken into consideration and also the fact that if the expected 
sales are not sufficient to operate the factory at a fair percentage 
of its capacity, the overhead rate would increase accordingly and 
the cost of the shoe would be so great that it could not be sold at a 
price which would meet competition. Therefore, even though 
the expected sales might not justify it, the production would have 
to be fixed at a fair percentage of the capacity of the factory, 
which should probably be at least 65 per cent. to 70 per cent. 
After the production has been fixed, the labor can be estimated by 
classifying the shoes to be produced and applying estimated labor 
costs to the various classes, to compute the total labor costs.
The heads of departments are given a list of labor items and 
overhead expenses on which they are to make estimates, together 
with information applying to their particular departments re­
garding estimated production, previous costs and other data 
which may help them in arriving at accurate estimates. From 
the estimates so obtained and after much thought, the estimated 
labor costs and overhead expenses for the period are fixed, and the 
overhead rate is obtained by dividing the total estimated labor 
cost into the total estimated overhead expenses.
After the overhead expenses, production and direct labor costs 
have been estimated for the year, a close check of the accuracy of 
such estimates can be obtained by setting up on a form the esti­
mated cost of each overhead expense and the total of it per dozen, 
for the year and for a month and also the estimated production 
and estimated direct labor cost for the year and for a month. 
Columns should be provided on the form for entering the actual 
expenses, production and direct labor cost each month and for the 
year. From such information, the variations between the esti­
mates and the actual can be determined monthly and any neces­
sary changes made.
If a cost system is used, “tying in” with the general records, 
entries can be made monthly charging work in progress with the 
estimated overhead expense, based on the production, and charg­
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ing or crediting unabsorbed or overabsorbed overhead expenses 
with the variation between the estimates and the actual costs.
Depreciation, Plant Renewals and Maintenance Charges
There do not appear to be any standard rates of depreciation in 
the shoe industry. The rates generally used on cost, which are 




Machinery and equipment...................................... 8 to 10%
Furniture and fixtures............................................. 10%
Automobiles and trucks.......................................... 25 %
A great many shoe companies now have appraisals set up on the 
books and calculate depreciation on reproductive values at rates 
furnished by appraisal companies. The rates furnished by ap­
praisal companies are generally lower than the rates taken on 
cost, especially in the case of machinery and equipment, on which 
the appraisal rates would probably not average more than 6 per 
cent. to 7 per cent.
Improvements on machinery are being made constantly and 
the factor of obsolescence must be given due consideration in 
determining the rates of depreciation to be used.
A large part of the bottoming machinery used by shoe com­
panies is leased on a royalty basis; and repairs to such machinery 
are made by the lessor and charged to the lessee in addition to the 
royalty. The machinery and equipment used by a shoe com­
pany are subjected to hard usage, must be kept in a high state of 
efficiency and consequently the repair and maintenance expense 
usually runs rather high. Small machinery, such as sewing 
machines, require frequent replacement of parts, which are 
generally treated as repair items. In a shoe company, lasts, dies 
and patterns are generally carried on the books at a fixed amount 
(usually at a nominal value of $1.00) and all replacements and 
additions to these items are charged to expense. The cost of such 
items in a year is usually large and represents a very important 
part of the cost of the shoe.
In a large shoe company, machinery and equipment is con­
stantly being scrapped, resulting in a loss or gain on such assets. 
One company has adopted the plan of charging all losses and gains 
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on the sale or disposal of machinery and equipment against the 
reserve for depreciation, on the theory that the rates of deprecia­
tion used are composite rates based on an average life of all 
machinery and equipment; that in determining loss or gain, the 
average rates can not be applied against any particular machine 
or piece of equipment; and that over the life of all of the machinery 
and equipment no loss or gain should result from the sale or dis­
posal of it if the composite rates used are sufficient.
Distribution
There are four principal methods used by shoe manufacturers 
in distributing their products, which may be stated as follows:
Direct to retailer
Through jobbers
Through chain stores, mail order houses, etc.
Through own retail stores
Some shoe manufacturers use a combination of two or more of 
the above methods in disposing of their products.
Where a shoe-manufacturing concern sells direct to retailers, it 
maintains a force of salesmen, who have specific territories and 
make periodical calls on each customer or prospective customer 
for the purpose of securing orders, maintaining goodwill and 
keeping in touch with local conditions. Most of the manu­
facturers using such methods of distribution sell the shoes under 
their own trade names in expectation of creating a permanent and 
increasing demand for their particular brands. However, some 
retailers prefer to sell to the public without using the manu­
facturers’ brands, in order not to become dependent on any 
particular manufacturer. This enables the retailers to take 
advantage of the competition for their orders and possibly to 
undersell the retailers using standard brands. Very few manu­
facturers produce all kinds of shoes and the retailers may purchase 
men’s, women’s, boys’, girls’ and other kinds of shoes from various 
manufacturers. Many retailers, especially in small towns have 
general merchandise stores and the sale of shoes represents only 
a part of their business.
Some of the smaller manufacturers sell through jobbers, who 
maintain sales forces for distributing the shoes to the retailers. 
Where that method of distribution is used, the manufacturer 
generally does not require a large force of salesmen, as the number 
of jobbers on whom they have to call is more or less limited and 
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contact with the jobbers can be satisfactorily maintained in some 
instances by correspondence. Most of the shoes distributed by 
this method are sold either under the jobbers’ or the retailers’ 
trade names, although in some instances where the manufacturers’ 
trade names have been established, those names may be used.
A company operating a chain of stores or a mail-order house 
may contract for the purchase of all or of a substantial part of the 
shoes produced by a manufacturer. In that case, customers 
generally contract for their requirements for a season or longer 
on a cost-plus basis or some similar basis and sell the shoes under 
their own trade names. The manufacturer requires little sales 
organization for this type of business. Some large manufacturers, 
in order to keep up the volume, secure a steady production and 
keep down their costs, may contract for such business on a very 
small margin of profit. Contracts to furnish shoes to the army 
or navy or other organizations requiring a large quantity of shoes 
may be taken on much the same basis.
Some shoe-manufacturing concerns operate retail stores in 
large cities and sell their product under nationally known trade 
names. Such manufacturers generally specialize in certain kinds 
of shoes and advertise their products and trade names extensively. 
In addition to selling through their own retail stores, such manu­
facturers generally give exclusive agencies to retailers in smaller 
cities and towns to sell their products under trade names.
There do not appear to be any peculiar terms or discounts on 
sales in the shoe business. The usual terms are 2 per cent. cash dis­
count, if the invoices are paid in 10 days, or 30 days net. Special 
discounts are sometimes allowed to customers when the total of 
their yearly purchases reaches a stipulated amount.
The domestic consumption of shoes has about reached its peak 
and the sale of shoes has become extremely competitive. The 
manufacturers of high-quality shoes are stressing style, beauty 
and quality, the manufacturers of corrective shoes, comfort, and 
the manufacturers of low price shoes, wear and price. Conditions 
have changed in the distribution of shoes since the advent of the 
automobile and hard roads. Farmers, instead of buying in small 
towns or from mail-order houses, are driving to the cities where 
they can get a better selection. The small-town merchant is 
becoming less and less an important factor in the distribution of 
shoes and some manufacturers who have catered to this class of 
trade have not adjusted themselves to the changing conditions 
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and have found their volume of sales steadily declining. In the 
low-priced shoe business the competition is great. At the present 
time the foreign market does not appear to be much of a factor in 
the distribution of shoes made in the United States, since because 
of the higher wages paid to workmen in this country the cost of 
such shoes is greater than shoes made in foreign countries, al­
though the quality in most instances is considered superior.
The cost of distribution of shoes varies greatly according to the 
method of distribution used. Where a manufacturer distributes 
to retailers through a force of salesmen, the salesmen’s salaries, 
commissions and traveling expenses represent the major item of 
distribution expense. Salesmen are usually paid on a straight 
commission basis, with a weekly drawing account, although in 
some cases they are paid a salary and traveling expenses together 
with a commission on sales in excess of a stipulated amount. 
Salesmen paid on a straight commission basis generally receive a 
commission from 3 per cent. to 7 per cent. of the amount of the sales, 
depending on the quality of shoes sold. Out of such commission, 
the salesmen must pay their traveling expenses. Although there 
is generally a provision in the contract with the salesmen that all 
amounts paid on drawing accounts in excess of the actual amount 
of commissions earned shall be returnable, most companies write 
off these balances or provide a reserve, as experience has proved 
that it is almost impossible to collect such balances, especially if a 
salesman is dismissed or leaves the employ of the company.
The cost of advertising is dependent on the method of distribu­
tion and on the policy of the management. Shoes sold under 
manufacturers’ trade names are usually widely advertised and the 
cost of advertising is an important part of the cost of distribution 
of such shoes, but the expense is usually limited to a certain 
percentage of the sales.
Financial Records and Their Relationship to Cost Records
The records and accounts vary greatly according to the size of 
the business and the information required by the management. 
For the concern operating only a single plant a simple set of 
financial records, such as those in general use for manufacturing 
concerns, consisting of a general ledger, customers’ ledger, cash­
book, journal, sales record and voucher record, would seem to 
suffice; but for the larger companies, operating a number of 
factories and branches, the records would have to be expanded 
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and revised to meet the requirements of the particular business. 
A more or less detailed classification of operating accounts should 
be carried, so that a fair comparison between actual and esti­
mated expenses can be made and in order that sufficient informa­
tion may be available for the preparation of a budget for the 
coming year. Classifications of labor and operating expenses by 
departments should also be kept in supporting records. Because 
it is impracticable in the shoe-manufacturing business to take 
monthly physical inventories no actual monthly determination of 
profits is made. In some instances the cost records are not "tied 
in” with the financial records and no determination of profits or 
losses is made on the books until physical inventories are taken at 
the end of the year. However, there are some companies which 
do connect their cost system with the financial records and obtain 
a monthly profit or loss on the books. For this purpose com­
panies usually carry raw material and supply, work in progress, 
finished goods and cost of sales accounts in their general ledger 
classification of accounts. Work-in-progress account is charged 
and material and supply inventory accounts are credited monthly 
with the value of materials and supplies put into production, 
obtained from summaries of cutters’ records and perpetual in­
ventories and from estimates of supplies and findings used, based 
on the volume of production. Work in progress is also charged 
monthly with the labor cost and the various manufacturing over­
head expenses of the business. In order to make these entries, 
it is necessary to set up all prepayments and accruals and to 
calculate depreciation monthly. Work in progress is credited and 
finished-goods account is charged monthly with the estimated 
cost of shoes produced during the month, such cost usually being 
obtained from summaries of specification costs of shoes produced. 
After these charges and credit to the work-in-progress account, 
the balance in that account at the end of each month represents 
the estimated inventory value of the work in progress. The 
finished-stock account is credited and cost-of-sales account 
charged with the total estimated cost of shoes shipped during the 
month, obtained by costing the sales at their specification cost. 
If physical inventories of work in progress and finished stock are 
taken monthly and priced at specification costs, a more nearly 
correct cost of sales can be obtained. Accounts may be carried 
for variations between actual costs and allowances for ma­
terials, labor and overhead expenses in specification costs, 
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which would represent adjustments of the cost of sales as deter­
mined above.
After the cost of sales has been determined, a monthly profit 
and loss can be obtained from the financial records, but these 
results represent only estimates, which may be obtained as easily 
in memorandum form without the necessity of putting the entries 
through the financial records or closing out the operating accounts 
monthly.
Some shoe manufacturing concerns do not wish to wait a full 
year before knowing the actual results of their operations and 
therefore have inventories taken semi-annually or quarterly and 
determine the results of their operations for these periods.
While there is usually no direct connection, in most instances, 
between the financial records and the cost records, the actual cost 
of the labor, material and burden each month can be compared 
very closely with the estimated specification costs on which the 
selling prices of shoes are based and the causes of any large varia­
tions determined and immediately corrected or the selling prices 
adjusted. The actual warehousing and shipping, selling and 
general administrative expenses can also be compared with the 
amounts allowed in the budget for these expenses and the causes 
for any large variations can be determined.
Balance-sheet
The general form of balance-sheet used for shoe-manufacturing 
companies does not differ materially from that used for other 
manufacturing industries. A suggested form, which will cover 
the assets and liabilities usually appearing on the balance-sheet 





Cash in banks and on hand...........................................
Marketable securities at cost.........................................
Less—reserve to reduce to market value......................
Customers notes and accounts receivable: 
Notes receivable......................................................
Accounts receivable....................................................
Less—reserve for bad debts........................................
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Miscellaneous accounts receivable: 
Salesmen’s traveling advances................................
Sundry.........................................................................




Raw materials, findings, etc.......................................
Total current assets................................................
Expenses paid: 
Insurance, taxes, interest, etc.....................................
Unused patterns, dies, etc..............................................
Sundry expense inventories............................................
Notes receivable (maturing after one year)......................
Due from officers and employees.......................................
Investments in stocks and bonds of other companies, etc.
Property, plant and equipment:
Land................................................................................






Lasts, dies, and patterns (as valued by management)..






Accounts payable and accrued expenses:
Accounts payable for merchandise, expenses, etc.. . .
Accrued wages, taxes, interest, etc.............................
Officers and employees balances and commissions due




6% first mortgage bonds outstanding—maturing-----------
Reserves:
Reserve for adjustment of purchase commitments to 
market value............................................................
Reserve for unearned contributions from communities.
Capital stock:
7% cumulative preferred stock—authorized and issued 
--------- shares of $100.00 each................................
Common stock—authorized and issued------------shares







If any of the accounts receivable, inventories, physical prop­
erties or other assets have been pledged as security on notes 
payable, bonds, etc., the items should be so earmarked on the 
balance-sheet and the amounts pledged shown. If the inventories 
are valued at other than on the basis of cost or market whichever 
is the lower, the exact basis of valuation should be shown on the 
balance-sheet. If the property, plant and equipment is stated at 
appraised values, the name of the appraisal company and the date 
of the appraisal should be shown on the balance-sheet. The 
surplus arising from appreciation of physical properties should be 
included in capital surplus or under a separate caption. If de­
preciation has not been taken regularly and the reserves are not 
considered sufficient, the balance-sheet should either be adjusted 
to show sufficient reserves or a notation should be made of this 
exception.
A careful analysis of salesmen’s debit balances is necessary to 
determine whether such balances should be treated as a current 
asset or otherwise. If the balances represent current traveling 
advances, they are usually treated as current, but if they represent 
an excess of advances made over commissions earned and are 
being increased from time to time, they should be shown below 
the current assets on the balance-sheet.
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Sometimes shoe manufacturing companies make advances to 
agents or honor sight drafts for the purchase of hides in foreign 
markets. If such advances are of any consequence, they should 
be shown under a separate caption in the current assets on the 
balance-sheet.
Lasts, dies and patterns are usually valued on the balance-sheet 
of a shoe-manufacturing concern at a nominal value of $1.00, 
since such forms require frequent replacement and become 
obsolete very quickly. If a valuation of such assets is made by 
the management or if some other basis of valuation is used, this 
information should be disclosed on the balance-sheet.
Deferred expenses, patents and trade-marks should be written 
off by regular charges to operations and if this is not being done, a 
notation should be made on the balance-sheet.
If the company has made purchase commitments and the 
market value on such commitments has dropped below the cost, 
a reserve should be provided or a notation made on the balance- 
sheet.
As an inducement for a shoe-manufacturing concern to establish 
a factory in a certain town, the town usually donates the site and 
part of the money necessary to erect the factory, and in considera­
tion the concern usually agrees to pay out a certain sum of money 
on payrolls over a stipulated period of years. The contribution 
from the community is usually treated as a reserve and each year, 
an amount is transferred to capital surplus, based on the propor­
tion of the actual payroll to the payroll contract.
Profit-and-loss Account
The form of profit-and-loss statement for a shoe-manufacturing 
concern does not differ materially from that used for other manu­
facturing industries. A suggested form for the general profit-and- 
loss statement follows:


















Amortization of bond discount......................................






Provision for federal and state income taxes....................
Net income..............................................................
The cost of sales shown on the general profit-and-loss statement 
in total would be supported by a schedule, the form of which 
would be as follows:














Lasts, dies and patterns.................................................
Machine rentals and royalties........................................
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Deduct—Increase in inventory of finished shoes and shoes 
in process.....................................................................
Cost of sales............................................................
The expenses shown in total on the general profit-and-loss 




Sales manager and assistants......................................................
Clerical.........................................................................................
Salesmen’s salaries and commissions..............................................



























Bad debts, less recoveries...................................................................
Before a yearly profit-and-loss statement can be prepared for a 
company which carries its cost system through the financial 
records, it is necessary to analyze the work-in-progress, finished- 
goods and cost-of-sales accounts in order to eliminate the monthly 
transfers between these accounts and to determine the various 
items of cost and expense entering into the cost of sales. The 
items, which are closed into these accounts monthly, must then be 
summarized in order to obtain the totals for the year necessary 
for the preparation of the profit-and-loss statement. Where the 
cost system is not connected with the financial records, the 
profit-and-loss statement can generally be prepared direct from 
the trial balances of the general and subsidiary ledger before 
closing or from a trial balance of items closed into the profit-and- 
loss account at the end of each year. However, in some cases, 
shoe-manufacturing concerns carry only a more or less condensed 
classification of accounts, and it is necessary to analyze a number 
of accounts in order to prepare a properly classified profit-and-loss 
statement. Before proceeding with an analysis of this kind, the 
auditor should make certain that the company does not have the 
necessary classification in a subsidiary record or in memorandum 
form.
Interesting comparisons with other periods can be made of 
pairs produced and pairs sold and the average cost and selling 
price per pair. The sales in pairs and amounts by territories 
can be shown and compared with other periods. Where a number 
of factories or selling branches are maintained, comparisons of 
production, costs, sales and other data can be compiled. They 
may be of great interest and value to the management.
Special Auditing Features
With the exception of the valuation of the inventories of work 
in process and finished products, there do not appear to be any 
special features of the audit of a shoe manufacturing concern 
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which are not encountered in the audit of most manufacturing 
concerns.
The inventory of finished shoes is usually valued at the esti­
mated costs used in the determination of the selling prices. The 
valuation of the shoes in process is usually based on the same 
estimates, taking into consideration the stage of manufacture 
of the shoes.
In order to be satisfied as to the accuracy of the estimated shoe 
costs it is necessary to make a complete investigation into the 
costs compiled by the company, to determine how closely the 
totals of the costs used in the estimates for materials, labor and 
burden have come to the actual costs of such items. In the case 
of materials, it is necessary to see that sufficient cutting allowances 
have been made and that the prices used in the estimates for 
materials are on the basis of cost or market price whichever was 
the lower at the date of the inventory or that a sufficient reserve 
has been provided to reduce the value of the materials in the 
inventory to such basis. Large cash discounts are allowed on 
shoe materials and supplies purchased and it should be ascer­
tained that allowances for such discounts have been made. 
With regard to labor, it is necessary to make a test of the amounts 
included in the cost estimates for the various labor operations 
with the actual amounts paid for such operations, most of which 
are on a piece-rate basis. With regard to the allowance in the 
cost estimates for burden, it is necessary to check the basis of 
distributing the overhead, the rate used and the calculation of 
the rate. The allowance made for the various overhead expenses, 
in determining the total to be distributed, should be checked 
against the actual costs of such items and the nature of each item 
entering into the total carefully considered, to determine whether 
each item is a proper part of the inventory value of the finished 
shoes or not. It should be ascertained that such items as interest 
on merchandise or plant investment have not been included in 
the inventory valuation. A special investigation should be made 
to determine that no inter-company or inter-departmental profit 
has been included in the inventories or that a special reserve has 
been provided for the elimination of such profit.
In checking the inventory of work in progress the stage of each 
pair of shoes has to be considered, and it is necessary to see that 
only the material and labor put into the shoes up to the par­
ticular department in which the shoes are at the date of the 
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inventory are included in the valuation. The overhead rate is 
usually not separated by departments, and in applying overhead 
all of the shoes in process are generally considered as being on an 
average one-half completed, and 50 per cent. of the overhead on the 
completed shoes is added to the material and labor on the shoes in 
process.
Future of the Industry
Shoes are as essential to the civilized world as food and clothing 
and there will always be a normal demand for footwear. In the 
United States the demand for shoes has probably reached its 
peak for on the present population and any material increase in 
the purchase of shoes in the United States in the future will 
probably depend on population increases. Our shoe manufac­
turers must look to the foreign markets to obtain any large 
increases. At the present time the sale of American shoes in 
foreign countries is more or less curtailed by the higher cost of 
manufacturing shoes in this country. Before any large advance 
in foreign sales can be made it will be necessary to get the costs 
of our shoes down to a point where we can meet the competition 
of shoes made in other countries where cheap labor is used. The 
people of some foreign countries must also be educated to the use 
of shoes such as are used in the United States before we can look 
for any large foreign demands for our shoes.
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Working Capital in Public-Utility Regulation
By W. A. Paton
Conception of Working Capital in Unregulated Field
In the competitive field accountants and others concerned 
usually define working capital from the so-called “proprietary” 
point of view. That is, working capital, or net working capital, 
is that portion of the funds represented by current assets which 
can be said to have been contributed by the proprietors (in the 
case of the corporation, the stockholders). Or, to put the matter 
negatively, working capital is that portion of the funds represented 
by current assets which can not be accounted for by reference to 
the current liabilities. Thus working capital is defined, from the 
point of view of source of capital, as embodied in current assets.
This conception and method of measurement, further, depends 
upon certain rather arbitrary juxtapositions. It assumes:
1. That the fixed liabilities are never responsible for any part 
of the current assets—doubtless not universally true.
2. That the current liabilities are never responsible for any part 
of the non-current assets—a not unreasonable position in 
general.
The foregoing raises the question of definitions of current and 
fixed assets and current and fixed liabilities. With respect to the 
first class, current assets, accountants generally include without 
hesitancy the following:
1. Cash on hand or in banks.
2. Readily marketable securities held in unrestricted form.
3. Accounts and notes receivable.
4. Inventories, including supplies.
5. Prepayments—insurance, rent, etc.
It is recognized that these groups are not all liquid to the same 
degree. It is also recognized that in particular cases items at­
taching at first sight to these classifications may be excluded from 
current assets for special reasons. For example, cash received 
through sale of securities and awaiting use for construction pur­
poses can not be classed in the current group without distortion. 
The same is true of cash in restricted funds which is to be used to 
retire fixed indebtedness. Securities held in sinking funds and 
other restricted form, however marketable intrinsically, can 
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scarcely be viewed as an element in current position. Likewise 
securities which are not liquid, though held in unrestricted form, 
are not current assets. For example, a long-term bond receivable, 
with no ready market available, and not maturing for some years, 
is non-current. Similarly, accounts and notes may be ruled out 
of the current group in some cases because of their non-liquid 
character; and the same is true of inventories. Prepayments 
running for more than two years, at the outside, are fixed rather 
than current assets.
In defining “capital assets” for income-tax purposes the treas­
ury department takes the position that as a rule assets held for 
more than two years, and meeting the other conditions laid down 
by the department, are capital assets.
In measuring and presenting working capital in the competitive 
field, standards are often referred to, but no effort is made to 
modify the amount of such capital in any case in the light of some 
standard. For example, if a concern has an exceptionally large 
amount of cash in the bank or a large amount of marketable 
securities in its portfolio, available for current purposes if needed, 
the concern is said to be in a strong working-capital position, but 
in reporting its status no adjustment of working capital downward 
is attempted.
General Conception of Working Capital in Regulated 
Field
In the railway and public-utility fields the general conception 
of working capital differs in at least two particulars from that held 
in the competitive field. In the first place such capital is con­
ceived, not from the proprietary or stockholders’ point of view, 
but from the standpoint of the entire economic capital involved 
(at least to the extent of the amount contributed by contractual 
as well as proprietary investors). Second, in any determination 
involving the question of rates the working capital to be ascer­
tained is the reasonable or necessary amount which, in view of all 
the circumstances, should be allowed for this element, rather than 
the actual amount as shown by an examination of current assets 
at the time the determination is being made.
Treatment of Current Liabilities
The basic and most difficult question involved in the measure­
ment of public-utility working capital—a question singularly 
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neglected in the discussions of this question—is the treatment of 
current liabilities or floating debt. Undoubtedly in most utilities 
a considerable part of the total economic resources devoted to the 
enterprise is continuously represented by trade creditors’ accounts, 
accrued payroll and other current obligations. And it follows 
that the fact that this element is in effect contributed by the cur­
rent creditors relieves the stockholders and bondholders from the 
necessity of furnishing as large an amount of capital as would 
otherwise be required of them. For example, if the total eco­
nomic resources required amount to $200,000, and the current 
creditors, under the credit conditions and financial arrangements 
prevailing, can be relied upon continuously—once the business is 
thoroughly launched—to contribute $20,000, it is obvious that 
this reduces the total capital required of the long-term investors 
to $180,000, or 90 per cent. of the entire amount needed to take 
care of the requirements of the enterprise.
Are, then, the investors in the utility to be allowed to earn a 
rate of return on assets or resources which require no sacrifice 
on their part and for which they are not responsible? There is 
undoubtedly something to be said by way of argument on both 
sides. The general nature of the agrument in the negative is 
indicated by the form of the question as stated. On the face of 
the proposition it appears rather unreasonable to neglect to deduct 
current liabilities from current assets required in computing fair 
working capital for rate purposes, as this seems to be tantamount 
to permitting the stockholders to earn something over and above 
a fair return on the fair value of their investment. The revenue 
rates allowed, it can be argued, should be sufficient to cover all 
reasonable operating expenses and a fair allowance on the amount 
contributed by the long-term investors, but they need not be 
sufficient to cover such expenses and a reasonable rate of return 
on the total economic wealth or capital employed, regardless of its 
source. Further, it can be contended that the current creditors, 
in view of existing financial methods, do not ask for a net return 
on their contribution but only a repayment from time to time and 
item by item of the principal amount contributed, and that 
therefore nothing need be included in revenues in the nature of 
such a net return. And if any element is so included, by means 
of any regulatory decision, it will go not to the parties who perhaps 
have some claim upon it, the current creditors, but to those who 
have no such claim on any basis, the long-term investors.
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As a matter of fact there is good reason for saying that the 
prices paid for materials and services obtained from the current 
creditors implicitly include an element of net return on the capital 
thereby furnished by such creditors. A creditor who sells a bill of 
materials at a net price in ten days of $1,000, for example, pre­
sumably includes in such price, in the average case, a reasonable 
interest allowance. That is, in paying the bill of $1,000 the buyer 
pays the cash cost of the materials and interest on such cash cost 
for ten days. In allowing rates sufficient to cover all operating 
costs and a net return to regular investors as well, therefore, the 
regulating authority is in effect allowing the enterprise to earn the 
immediate cash cost of materials and services furnished by current 
creditors plus an implicit interest charge on such cash cost for the 
average credit period—all in the form of operating expenses. But 
under this assumption, it can still be maintained, the operating net 
which is required should be restricted to the net return on the 
capital elements furnished by the regular investors, those ex­
plicitly entitled to participate in net earnings as ordinarily de­
fined, as all other requirements are taken care of under operating 
charges. In other words, again there seems to be indicated the 
conclusion that the net revenue after operation logically contains 
no reward for that part of the capital represented by current 
creditors’ claims and that the amount of such claims is therefore 
an offset to the necessary gross working capital, or total current 
assets required, in defining and measuring the rate base.
To illustrate, suppose that in a particular case the total eco­
nomic resources involved amount, on the average, to $200,000 and 
that the sources of these resources are: capital stock, $100,000; 
bonds, $80,000; current liabilities, $20,000. Suppose, further, 
that a 7 per cent. return on total resources committed is con­
sidered reasonable in this case, which gives a required amount 
of $14,000. If now it be deemed that operating expenses so-called 
include the necessary return on current creditors’ capital com­
mitted, at an implicit rate of, say, 6 per cent., the net return 
after expenses is $14,000 less $1,200 (6 per cent. of $20,000), or 
$12,800, a return of 7.11 per cent. on the total stock and bond 
capital of $180,000.
Despite the considerations indicated above, however, the case 
for the deduction of current liabilities in ascertaining working 
capital as a rate base is by no means conclusive. The problem 
simmers down to the question of the underlying definition of net 
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return as reflected in the attitudes and decisions of courts and 
commissions. It is clearly established that in measuring fixed 
or plant capital the method of financing or capitalization is 
deliberately ignored in the calculation of the rate base and the 
rate of return. That is, the amount of outstanding funded debt is 
not deducted from asset values in determining the fair value of 
the property for rate purposes; and the fact that part of the capi­
tal may be obtained at a relatively low interest rate, with the 
consequent possibility of thereby enhancing appreciably the rate 
realized on the stockholders’ investment, is taken into considera­
tion in setting the rate of return, not through an adjustment of 
the value of the property. When it is determined, for example, 
that a fair rate of return is 7 per cent. on the entire property 
devoted to public service, it is recognized that if the capital struc­
ture is represented by 6 per cent. bonds to the extent of 50 
per cent. thereof the possible rate of return on the stock interest of 
50 per cent. (assuming no current indebtedness for the moment) 
is increased to 8 per cent. In rate determination per se there 
is no effort made to restrict “trading on the equity”: this 
question is directly dealt with only in reference to the approval of 
general capital structures and particular security issues in financ­
ing programmes. But it is to be assumed that the regulatory 
agencies, in setting up fair rates of return, take into account in a 
general way the possibilities of increasing the rate on the stock­
holders’ interest in terms of typical or standard programmes of 
distribution of capitalization between contractual securities and 
stocks.
So far as short-term notes or other obligations carry explicit 
interest which is treated as an income charge—a charge to operat­
ing net—the current creditors involved are evidently in essentially 
the same position as long-term creditors, and the operating net 
so determined includes a return on capital represented by this 
element in current liabilities. In such circumstances it would 
obviously be improper to deduct the amount of such liabilities 
from what would otherwise be the rate base, if it be assumed that 
return to capital is to be conceived as net income prior to all 
explicit interest charges. However, accounts payable, payrolls 
accrued and current obligations generally, outside of bank loans 
and similar items arising in short-term financing, seldom carry 
explicit interest, as has already been pointed out, and any im­
plicit interest involved is included in operating expenses before 
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the balance is struck which must be considered from the stand­
point of fair return. What conception of net return is involved in 
public-utility regulation at this point? Do the courts and com­
missions in setting rates of return take into consideration the fact 
that an element of total economic resources is typically contrib­
uted by current creditors who do not explicitly participate in net 
earnings as recognized, and that the return allowed on the total 
economic resources devoted to public service, over and above the 
operating expenses allowed, must be tinctured by the fact that an 
appreciable part of the resources involved are contributed return- 
free, at least from the standpoint of the conventional arrangement 
of income-sheet data? This is the crux of the whole question and 
undoubtedly there is room for debate on the point. There has 
been little or no discussion of it included in the statements of the 
regulatory bodies with respect to fair rates of return in specific 
cases. Usually the court or commission is content to give the 
minimum non-confiscatory rate determined by reference to a 
background of generalities as to current money costs, special risks 
attaching, etc., with no attention to problems of the type under 
consideration here. The records do show, however, that in cal­
culations of working capital presented to the authorities and 
accepted by them (perhaps with some modifications) as a basis for 
decision, attention is usually concentrated on the question of the 
essential current resources in the form of cash, supplies, etc., 
which are required by the enterprise if it is to function effectively, 
regardless of the source of such current elements. On the other 
hand there are numerous cases in which it has been held, at least 
by implication, that bills payable should be canceled against 
current receivables in the calculation.
Two special points, of limited theoretic significance but of some 
practical force, may be mentioned. In the first place the amount 
of cash required in established public utility is probably not much 
augmented by the fact that materials, for example, are purchased 
“on time” rather than paid for on the instant of delivery. That 
is, the amount of invoices requiring settlement each day or week, 
under a credit system, is not apt to vary much from the amount of 
invoices coming in from day to day or week to week under a strict 
cash-on-delivery system. Second, accrued liabilities such as pay­
rolls under ordinary accounting procedure are represented im­
mediately in operating expenses rather than in current assets on 
hand; hence it would be quite improper to deduct the amount of
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such liabilities from the total of essential current assets in measur­
ing working capital for rate purposes.
All in all, the case for deduction of current non-interest-bearing 
obligations in ascertaining effective working capital as an element 
in the rate base does not seem sufficiently conclusive to warrant 
stressing such procedure in setting up the estimate of property 
value in the specific case.
General Methods of Measuring
A study of rate cases discloses the fact that rather arbitrary 
methods of measuring working capital, with the emphasis upon 
the “necessary” and “required” amount rather than upon the 
amount as shown by the concern’s record of current assets, have 
been widely adopted. Methods of estimate based on the amount 
of periodic operating expense have been in particular favor. It is 
submitted that attention might well be paid to the amount of 
working capital actually used by the enterprise, on the ground 
that this furnishes as a rule the best evidence of the amount re­
quired in all the circumstances. Generally speaking the operat­
ing management is the best judge of the need for cash, materials 
and supplies, etc., and it is to be assumed that the management 
will adopt a billing practice which is sound in all the circumstances 
and will push the collection of receivables as rapidly as possible. 
Especially in view of the fact that current working assets com­
monly have little earning power apart from their significance as 
elements required for successful operation, the management can 
generally be relied upon to see to it that cash, supplies, etc., are 
not needlessly accumulated. It should be remembered that in 
measuring the rate base the fixed assets actually in use are gener­
ally given consideration, rather than some arbitrarily determined 
standard layout, although assets of an obsolete type in use may 
be valued on a different basis from that employed for up-to-date 
property.
It is suggested, therefore, that the average amount of current 
assets employed by the business over a reasonable period—say a 
monthly average for a couple of years—as shown by the records, 
and assuming adjustment for unusual items not associated with 
true working capital position, and assuming materials and sup­
plies properly valued, furnishes satisfactory evidence of the 
amount of working capital to be allowed in the rate base. Such 
an estimate should be supported, however, in all unusual circum­
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stances, by reference to the recorded experience, on some appro­
priate unit basis, of other representative concerns in the same 
field.
Treatment of Cash and Liquid Securities
Cash received through sale of securities and on hand awaiting 
use for construction purpose, retirement of fixed obligations and 
other non-current purposes is not generally deemed to be a factor 
in working capital. Cash on hand which can be said to represent 
funds being accumulated for interest and dividend payments is a 
more doubtful case. It is impracticable, of course, to pay interest 
charges and dividends from day to day and it can be urged that 
funds being accumulated to meet periodic interest and dividend 
requirements represent an essential feature of utility operation 
broadly conceived. Certainly the clerical and accounting ex­
penses arising in interest and dividend disbursements are regu­
larly included in operating expenses, and the stock of office sup­
plies which must be carried for this purpose is admitted to be an 
element in working capital. It would seem, accordingly, that 
capital tied up in cash essential to the making of dividend pay­
ments is as truly a part of allowable working capital as capital 
tied up in the office supplies which are required.
The argument on the other side of this question is based on the 
theory that it is unfair to allow the utility to earn a return on the 
capital devoted to public service and at the same time permit a 
return to be earned on funds representing the fair return itself as 
they are awaiting disposition to investors. This is plausible, but 
involves setting up a rather artificial point in the activities of the 
enterprise. It can be urged that placing the return in the hands 
of the stockholders and other investors is an inevitable and es­
sential feature, viewing the matter realistically, and that any sum 
of capital which must be continuously contributed to facilitate 
effective handling of this matter is just as much a part of the capi­
tal devoted to public service as any other increment in the total 
necessary capital committed.
The view that temporary investments in idle funds in the form 
of marketable securities can count as a part of working capital for 
rate purposes is not widely held among utility experts. It seems 
easier as a rule to justify the inclusion of a commercial bank ac­
count, even though it may show a larger average balance than 
bare necessities require, than it is to justify the inclusion of a 
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fund whose unnecessary character, at the moment, is demon­
strated by its investment in securities. At the same time the 
adoption of a strict attitude on this point by the regulatory body 
is scarcely to be supported. Money out on call, or invested in 
high-grade readily marketable securities, is just about as available 
as purchasing power as is the commercial bank balance. It may 
be good business, in fact, to place the second line of cash defense— 
a line perhaps considered absolutely necessary from the stand­
point of the integrity and position of the business period by period 
—in immediately liquid securities and loans yielding a somewhat 
higher rate than can be obtained on commercial bank deposits. 
It does not follow that such funds are removed from working 
capital and the rate base. It is entirely a question of what 
amounts in cash and immediate cash equivalents experience 
shows to be needed. Assuming that this requirement can be 
approximated by a careful study of the records and reference to 
other situations, it does not matter what concrete form the funds 
take so long as they can be made immediately available as 
purchasing power if desired. Incidentally it should be remem­
bered that not all of a commercial bank account is actually avail­
able ; the free balance is only that part of the account in excess of 
the minimum average amount required by the bank as an evidence 
of responsibility and as a part offset to the cost of service rendered 
by the bank. In other words, in estimating the cash element of 
working capital a reasonably liberal and realistic interpretation 
of the feasible financial arrangements involved should be adopted.
Funds accumulated to retire long-term indebtedness—whether 
in the form of trust funds, bank accounts or otherwise—are 
regularly excluded from current assets, as stated earlier. It per­
haps does not follow indisputably that they should be excluded 
from the total rate base. They are, of course, not being devoted 
to public service in any technical sense and they are an element in 
current position as ordinarily conceived. Assuming, however, 
that the operation of a utility in the best manner involves the 
use of sinking funds for long-term debt, and that the earnings on 
such funds are typically at a lower rate than the rate paid on the 
outstanding bonds, it could be argued that the element in total 
required capital representing the average sinking-fund status is 
a necessary element and is entitled to a return (and that the earn­
ings of the fund should be included in income as a part of the 
utility’s revenues). An obvious objection to this assumption 
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is based on the fact that regular or irregular serial retirement 
either through call or market operations is a distinct possibility 
and may in fact be preferable from a business standpoint to a long­
term accumulation at a low rate of interest. Further, refunding 
is an important alternative to the use of the sinking fund. Cer­
tainly the public can not be expected to pay a return on retired 
capital or on funds liberated from operation which may be used 
for such retirement or may be voluntarily invested in a field other 
than public service with a view to utilization for debt amortization 
or some other purpose.
Treatment of Receivables
There has been a great deal of discussion of methods of billing 
and collecting and the valuation of receivables as an element in 
working capital. Some hold that only the costs of production 
involved in accounts receivable are a part of the rate base, on the 
ground that to include the income element would involve requiring 
the public not only to pay a return on the actual capital involved 
but also on the profits implicit in the situation—double counting. 
This position, assuming ordinary accounting methods and adop­
tion of the conventional interpretation of net return, is fallacious 
in rate cases. If the customer has been billed and revenue has 
been credited—the almost universal practice—the income ele­
ment involved in the billing has been acknowledged to be earned, 
and it becomes an element in the net operating revenue the 
adequacy of which is in question in the rate adjudication. That 
is, once the concern has recognized the income involved, and it 
becomes an element in the figure of net return which is to be ap­
plied to the rate base in determining the propriety and fairness of 
such return, the funds representing such income from an asset 
standpoint are indisputably a part of the rate base, provided only 
that they are tied up in essential aspects of public-utility opera­
tion. As to this latter question there can be no doubt of the im­
practicability of securing instantaneous payment of all billings. 
There is bound to be a lag, which should, however, be no greater 
than is inevitable under sound business methods. In other words, 
the typical utility must secure from some source, continuously, 
an element of capital to take care of this lag, and such element 
is just as clearly and fully a part of effective working capital— 
assuming sound practices—as any other increment of capital 
involved.
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To settle any lingering doubt on this question, one need only 
consider the effect of further steps in accounting for gross revenue 
and receivables. The item of net return involved in crediting 
revenue in an account billed (preferably exclusive of regular dis­
counts allowed) may pass into net income and into surplus before 
the account is collected. However, when collection takes place 
the item from an asset standpoint may become a part of the normal 
bank balance or the cash may be used to expand (in view of legiti­
mate needs) inventories or other assets devoted to public service. 
Accordingly it can be insisted that unless it be assumed that net 
earnings devoted to bona-fide operating purposes can not be 
considered a part of the rate base, it is clear that acknowledged 
net earnings devoted to carrying accounts receivable in a neces­
sary and proper way can be included in effective working capital.
If the position indicated here is adopted it follows that nothing 
can be included in working capital as a special item to cover costs 
of accounts not yet billed and credited to revenue. If such costs 
are in the form of supplies or other deferred charges, they will 
appear in the working capital computation under the appropriate 
heads. If such costs—as is usually the case—have been charged 
to operating expenses even though the billing has not been taken 
care of, the amount of them becomes a charge to gross income and 
registers its effect on acknowledged net income through a reduc­
tion of this figure below the amount which would appear if expense 
accruals and gross revenue accruals were on a completely con­
current basis in the accounting records. Accordingly, and unless 
there is to be a revolution in accepted accounting methods at this 
point and a corresponding redefinition of net return by the 
regulatory bodies, there is no equity in attempting to include 
in working capital the estimated cost incurred in billings not made, 
since this cost either appears under other heads or has already 
been charged to the revenue which is to furnish a basis for the 
comparison of earning power and fair value with a view to dis­
closing the propriety of such earning power.
Treatment of Inventories
Assuming proper business practices—which generally should 
be assumed unless there is definite evidence to the contrary— 
the principal question with regard to the inventories of materials 
and supplies is that of valuation. Book records must be checked 
by more or less complete examination of the inventories, and care 
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must be taken to see that worn and obsolete materials are not 
included or are included at the minimum valuation indicated by 
the circumstances.
A minor question that arises here—which has had some atten­
tion in rate cases—is that of classification. Should materials 
carried, which will be devoted to new construction, be included in 
working capital? The answer is that it does not matter greatly 
whether they are included or not, provided such materials are 
required for legitimate programmes and have been purchased 
wisely. That is, the amount of materials necessarily on hand 
for necessary construction, like work in progress, represents es­
sential capital expenditure and hence is a part of the capital to be 
included in the rate base. As a matter of convenience it is prob­
ably advisable, in the absence of unusual circumstances, to include 
this item under current assets rather than fixed assets, especially 
since a specific and complete separation of materials into items to 
be devoted to maintenance and items to be devoted to new con­
struction is seldom feasible. In the construction of an entirely 
new plant, of course, the return on capital in progress is usually 
provided in a backhanded way through the allowance for interest 
during construction, and it can be argued that capital tied up in 
relatively minor additions during the necessary period from date 
of expenditure to date of turning over to public service should be 
taken care of in a similar manner rather than through the operat­
ing net return per se.
Treatment of Prepayments
Ordinary prepayments such as insurance premiums are an ele­
ment in working capital. Long-term advances, essential to opera­
tion, are likewise to be viewed as a factor in total capital invested, 
but are not highly current working capital. Advances to the con­
cern by customers and others represent a special liability which 
accounts for a part of the capital of the enterprise. On the face of 
it, such contributions should be treated as an offset in the working 
capital (or fixed capital) computation, although in strict logic 
this conclusion may be somewhat debatable, as was indicated 
above in the discussion of ordinary current liabilities.
Treatment of Earnings on Funds
In conclusion reference must be made to the problem of treat­
ment of interest and other direct earnings which may accrue on 
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current assets that are generally considered as elements in working 
capital. Bank accounts may draw interest. Call loans and 
liquid securities have an earning power. Interest is occasionally 
charged on receivables (and allowed on payables). It is main­
tained that the fact that such earnings are present does not afford 
a proper basis for the exclusion of the earning assets—or any por­
tion of them—from working capital. Such earnings, however, 
should be credited to operating income, so that the favorable effect 
of holding certain current assets is recognized in the net return 
which is to be compared with the rate base. If this is done the 
operating net return as recognized is increased by such earnings 
and it then becomes equitable and proper to treat the total of the 
assets involved, without adjustment, as elements in the working 
capital base. This, of course, assumes that the assets under 
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AMERICAN INSTITUTE EXAMINATIONS
[Note.—The fact that these solutions appear in The Journal of Account­
ancy should not cause the reader to assume that they are the official solutions 
of the board of examiners. They represent merely the opinions of the editor 
of the Students' Department.]
Examination in Accounting Theory and Practice—Part II
May 13, 1932, 1:30 P. M. to 6:30 P. M.
The candidate must answer the first three questions and one other question. Answer 
no more than four questions.
No. 2 (24 points):
At December 31, 1930, the “Investments” account on the general ledger of 
the X Company showed a balance of $83,400 made up as follows:
Cost
Company 







100 Apr. 7, 1930 $19,800
100 “ 10 “ 5,400
200 “14 “ 10,000
600 “ 18 “ 42,000
100 “ 21 “ 6,200
$83,400
At this same date, a “Reserve for loss on investments” account was car­
ried. This account had a credit balance of $36,900, constituted as follows:
U. S. Steel Corporation................,...................... $ 6,900





The market prices of three of these stocks were:
December 31 
1930 1931
U. S. Steel Corporation.................................... 139 40
General Motors Corporation.............................. 35 22
X Company......................................................... 45 20
No market quotations of the stocks of the Y and Z companies were available. 
The common stock of X Company consists of 100,000 shares of $10 par value. 
Its books, before adjustment, show an operating surplus of $3,000,000 at De­
cember 31, 1930, and $2,800,000 at December 31, 1931, indicating a loss from 
operations for the year 1931 of $200,000.
The Y Company has 1,000 shares of no-par common stock issued and out­
standing. On the books of this company, the common stock is carried at 
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$10 ,000 and the earned-surplus account shows a credit balance of $20,000 at 
December 31, 1930, and $15,000 at December 31, 1931.
Statements of the Z Company indicate that its capital stock outstanding 
consists of 10,000 shares of $10 par value, and that its surplus at December 31, 
1930, was $210,000, and at December 31, 1931, $180,000.
On May 12, 1931, the X Company sold 100 shares of its treasury stock for 
$3,500, and on August 31, 1931, purchased 500 shares of its outstanding stock 
for $15,000. On October 31, 1931, it purchased 100 shares of the American 
Telephone and Telegraph Company for $13,700. The market price of this 
stock on December 31, 1931, was $120 a share. On December 21, 1931, it sold 
the 100 shares of General Motors Corporation for $2,300. All these transac­
tions were charged or credited to the “Investments” account.
Indicate exactly how you would show the transactions, with their respec­
tive balances, in preparing the balance-sheet as at December 31, 1931, and 
also in the related statements of surplus and profit and loss.
Solution:
In the following solution I have set up the “investments” and “reserve for 
loss on investments” accounts as at December 31, 1930, made and posted 
certain adjusting entries, and then journalized and posted the transactions for 
the year, in this way arriving at the balances needed for the statements at 
December 31, 1931.
(1)
Examination of the investments and reserve accounts in connection with the 
schedule of market prices and other data indicates that stocks were carried 
at market values where such values exist (U. S. Steel, General Motors, X 







or Book  
value
U. S. Steel............. .. 100 $19,800 $ 6,900 $12,900 $129 $139 *
General Motors.... .. 100 5,400 1,900 3,500 35 35 *
X Company.......... .. 200 10,000 1,000 9,000 45 45 *
Y Company.......... .. 600 42,000 24,000 18,000 30 30 t
Z Company........... .. 100 6,200 3,100 3,100 31 31 t
Apparently there was an error of $1,000 in setting up the reserve for loss on 
U. S. Steel, and this is corrected by the following entry:
Reserve for loss on investments................................................ $1,000
Surplus.................................................................................... $1,000
To correct error in provision for loss on U. S. Steel stock.
(2) .
The practice of the X Company of writing down its investments to market 
value (or book value where no market exists) is a well established one, and can 
not be criticized, except in the instance of the treasury stock. Even though the 
company is actively trading in its own stock—and two trades in an entire 
year can hardly be called “actively trading”—there are certain objections to 
carrying the stock on the asset side; such stock is not an asset in event of liqui­
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dation, and the stock outstanding is misstated. For this reason the following 
entries are made:
a. Treasury stock—common................................................ $ 2,000
Surplus............................................................................... 8,000
Investments................................................................... $10,000
To remove the treasury stock from the investment 
account, and to set it up at par, writing off premium to 
surplus.
b. Reserve for loss on investments...................................... 1,000
Surplus........................................................................... 1,000
To reverse provision for loss on treasury stock.
May 12, 1931: (3)
Cash.................................................................................... 3,500
Treasury stock—common.............................................. 1,000
Premium on treasury stock sold...................................... 2,500
To record sale of 100 shares of treasury stock.
August 31, 1931: (4)
Treasury stock—common.................................................. 5,000
Premium on treasury stock purchased.............................. 10,000
Cash................................................................................. 15,000
To record purchase of 500 shares of X Company stock, 
at 30.
October 31, 1931: (5)
Investments........................................................................ 13,700
Cash................................................................................. 13,700
To record purchase of 100 shares of A. T. & T.
December 21, 1931: (6)
Cash.................................................................................... 2,300
Reserve for loss on investments........................................ 1,900
Loss on sale of investments............................................... 1,200
Investments.................................................................... 5,400
To record sale of 100 shares of General Motors (carried 
at 35), for $23 a share.
With reference to this sale an interesting point arises. The actual loss 
on this sale is $3,100 ($5,400—$2,300), and this is the amount of the loss to be 
deducted for tax purposes; on the books, however, $1,900 of the loss was re­
served against in 1930, and the current year will be charged with only $1,200. 
If the company is in the practice of recording actual profits and losses in the 
profit-and-loss account, and unrealized losses in surplus, an entry should be 
made reversing the reserve provision to surplus, and recording the entire loss 
of $3,100 in the loss on sale of investments account; otherwise $1,900 of the 
loss will not have been reflected in the profit-and-loss account.
If, however, actual gains and losses, as well as unrealized ones, are recorded 
directly in surplus as being extraneous in nature, nothing is gained by such a 




At December 31, 1931, it is again necessary to examine the investments to 
determine the proper valuation; the following schedule may be prepared:
Market or
Carrying book value
Stock SShares Cost Reserve value per share Total Decline
U. S. Steel.. . . 
American Tel.
100 $19,800 $ 5,900 $13,900 $ 40 $ 4,000 $ 9,900
& Tel..........100 13,700 13,700 120 12,000 1,700
Y Company.. . 600 42,000 24,000 18,000 25 15,000 3,000
Z Company.. . 100 6,200 3,100 3,100 28 2,800 300
$14,900
Unrealized loss in investment value...................................... $14,900
Reserve for loss on investments......................................... $14,900
To increase the reserve for loss on investments to give 
effect to the market or book values at December 31, 1931.
After all of the foregoing entries are made and posted, the accounts affected 
(except cash) will appear as follows:
Investments
Dec. 31, 1930—balances:
U. S. Steel................... a $19,800
Dec. 31, 1930 (2a).. . .
Dec. 21, 1931 (b)........
.. c $10,000
.. b 5,400
General Motors.......... b 5,400
X Company................ c 10,000
Y Company................ d 42,000
Z Company................. e 6,200
Oct. 31, 1931—(5)
American Tel. & Tel.. . f 13,700
Reserve for loss on investments
Dec. 31, 1930—balances:
Dec. 31, 1930 (1)........ a $ 1,000 U. S. Steel.................. a $ 6,900
Dec. 31, 1930 (2b).... c 1,000 General Motors.......... b 1,900
Dec. 21, 1931 (6)........ .. b 1,900 X Company............... c 1,000
Y Company................ d 24,000
Z Company................ e 3,100





Dec. 31, 1930 (2a).... $ 8,000 Dec. 31, 1930—balance.. $3,000,000
Dec. 31, 1930 (1)............ 1,000
Dec. 31,1930 (2b).......... 1,000
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Treasury stock—common 
Dec. 31, 1930 (2a)............... $ 2,000 May 12, 1931 (3)............ $1,000
Aug. 31, 1931 (4)................. 5,000
Premium on treasury stock sold 
May 12, 1931 (3). 2,500
Premium on treasury stock purchased
Aug. 31, 1931 (4)................. $10,000
Loss on sale of investments
Dec. 21, 1931 (6)................. $1,200
Unrealized loss in investment value
Dec. 31, 1931 (7)................. $14,900
These accounts would appear on the balance-sheet of the X Company at 
December 31, 1931, somewhat as follows:




Less—reserve to reduce to market price........  17,500 $ 16,000
Other (not readily marketable): 
Cost.............................................................. $ 48,200
Less—reserve to reduce to book value...........  30,400 17,800
Total............................................................. $ 33,800
On the liability side:
Net worth:
Capital stock:
Authorized and issued—10,000 shares of a 
par value of $10 each................................ $1,000,000





Statement of surplus 
For the year ended December 31, 1931 
Surplus, December 31, 1930..................................... $3,000,000
Adjustments to opening surplus: 





Over-provision for decline in value of U. S. 
Steel stock.............................................. $ 1,000
Provision for loss on treasury stock now 
reversed............. 1,000 $2,000 $ 6,000
Surplus as adjusted, December 31, 1930............... $2,994,000
Deduct: 
Loss from operations....................................................$200,000
Premium on treasury stock purchased.................$10,000
Less premium on treasury stock sold................. 2,500 7,500
Loss on investments sold..................................... $ 1,200
Decline in value of investments on hand........... 14,900 16,100 223,600
Surplus, December 31, 1931................................................................ $2,770,400
The profit-and-loss statement would not show any of the results from the 
security operations.
No. 3 (22 points):
The X Company sells a loose-leaf service for $115 and contracts to issue to 
customers renewal and replacement pages semi-annually on April 1st and 
October 1st, for $15 per annum.
The initial purchase price covers the original publication and one year’s 
renewal pages, and customers are billed in advance for each subsequent year’s 
renewal pages on the anniversary dates of the original sales.
The company’s books at December 31, 1931, showed the following trans­
actions:
Sales of original publication (uniformly 200 sets a month), 2,400 sets
@$115............................................................................................ $276,000
Sales charges for renewal pages, 4,500 sets @ $15.......................... $ 67,500
Sales of original publication for preceding years were— 
1927............................................. 50 sets a month
1928......................................................... 75 “ “ “
1929......................................................... 100 “ “ “
1930........................................................ 150 “ “ “
The production cost of the original publication was $30 per set and that of 
renewal pages $2.50 per semi-annual issue.
The company credited the foregoing sales of both categories to profit and 
loss, in closing its records for the year 1931, in accordance with the uniform 
practice since the initiation of this particular department.
As auditor, would this procedure meet with your approval? State what 
modifications you would suggest, showing the actual gross profits from both 
sources for the year 1931 and the adjustments applying to other periods.
Solution:
The X Company has been overstating its annual profits in anticipating the 
unearned income arising from the billing of the renewal pages of its loose-leaf 
service, (1) in billing for one year’s renewal at the date of the shipment of the 
original publication, and (2) in billing for subsequent renewals on the anniver­
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sary dates of the billing for the original publication. The income for the origi­
nal publication should be taken up in the year in which it is shipped, for pre­
sumably the cost of such shipment is charged into the accounts at the time of 
shipment. Following the same principle, the income from renewals should be 
considered as earned at the time of shipment, at which time the cost of these 
sales should be recorded.
On this basis, the original charge of $115 may be apportioned as follows:
Original publication............................................... $100.00
Renewal pages—at regular sales price................... 15.00
Total................................................................... $115.00
As the company has correctly taken into its accounts the income arising 
from the sale of the original publication, we may confine our examination to the 
correct treatment of the income from the sale of renewal pages.
Since the monthly sales are uniform, one sale per month is used in the 
following table which shows the allocation of each month’s sales during a year.






























It will be seen from the above table that the income from sales during 
January, February and March will be earned during the current year, as the 
renewal pages will be shipped on April 1st and October 1st of the current year. 
The income from sales during the months of April to September inclusive, will 
be divided equally between the current and the subsequent year, inasmuch as 
one shipment of the renewal pages will be made on these contracts at October 
1st of the current year, and the other, on April 1st of the following year. The 
income from the sales of October, November and December will not be earned 
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Apparently, one-half of the year’s billings is earned in the year billed, and 
one-half in the subsequent year. On this basis, the schedule (in sets) 
appearing on the preceding page may be prepared.
From this schedule, it would appear that the earned income of the company 
has been overstated in the past, and that the sales price of 3,450 sets of renewals 
should be deferred. The journal entry reflecting the necessary adjustment 
based on the foregoing schedule, follows:
Adjusting entry 
Surplus (1927)—300 at $15................................................ $ 4,500
Surplus (1928)—450 at 15.............................................. 6,750
Surplus (1929)—600 at 15............................................... 9,000
Surplus (1930)—900 at 15............................................... 13,500
Profit and loss 
(1931)—1200 at 15.................................. 18,000
Deferred renewal sales............................................ $51,750
To set up collections for 3,450 sets to be delivered in
1932, and adjust profits of 1931 and prior years.
The actual gross profits for the year 1931 are shown in the following state­
ment, using the unit costs of $30 and $5, and sales prices of $100 and $15 for 
the original publication and the renewal pages, respectively.
The X Company


















Editor, The Journal of Accountancy:
Sir: There are many lessons, mostly unpleasant, which may be learned from 
the course of security prices in the last three years, but there is one which, while 
it seems clear, has not been, so far as I am aware, discussed by writers on 
accounting theory.
It is generally conceded that whatever else it may indicate the course of 
security prices does show the majority opinion of the business and financial 
world and that, right or wrong, this opinion is expressed with complete sincerity, 
for the average man may put forward and maintain opinions on many subjects 
for sentimental reasons but he does not often make his investments on that 
basis. If he invests in a common stock at prices which past earnings do not 
justify and the most optimistic anticipation of future profits would hardly 
warrant, he does so because he really believes that these things will come about, 
not that he thinks they should come about or that it is right for them to come 
about. Similarly when the price of a share has been reduced to less than what 
has been previously paid in dividends in one year the price goes down because 
investors believe, let us hope wrongly, that profits will not be made for a con­
siderable length of time and that the payment of dividends will be deferred for a 
still longer period. As a result of this attitude we have the spectacle of stocks 
selling at only a fraction of their conservative book value.
In these cases it has been the fashion to say that a certain stock selling for $10 
a share has $9.50 of current assets behind it and that therefore the fixed assets 
are valued by the market at only fifty cents a share, while the book value of the 
fixed assets is, say, $20 a share. Such a statement seems to me to be a mis­
interpretation of the attitude of the investor or trader. The investor does not 
buy stocks on a liquidation basis. If he did, the calculation of so much current 
assets per share and the ascribing of the rest of the market value to the plant 
might be logical, but the investor knows intuitively or by the application of 
sound business principles that he has no more chance of getting his proportion 
per share of the current assets than he has of receiving a wheelbarrow load of 
bricks from the building or a few cogwheels from the machinery. He knows that 
the company in which he buys stock will continue in business even though it 
should go into receivership and that he is buying, not a share in certain assets, 
but a share in a deferred and at present uncertain future income.
This action of the market seems to justify the position taken in my article 
“Current assets in the going concern” published in The Journal of Ac­
countancy in July, 1928, in which it was pointed out that the real division of 
assets was between those which are necessary for the conduct of the business 
and those which are free for disbursement to stockholders without affecting the 
conduct of the business. Of those assets which must be retained in the business, 
some, such as plant and buildings, are retained in their original form until they 
are worn out. Others, such as raw materials, cash and accounts receivable, 
constantly change their form, although the investment remains substantially 
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the same. This makes our present balance-sheet division into fixed and current 
assets thoroughly illogical and at times misleading, but this is forced upon us by 
the attitude of the banker who insists on looking toward liquidation rather than 
at the business as a going concern. To drop the illogical distinctions between 
fixed and current assets does not imply losing any of the advantages of the at­
tempted distinction. A logical separation of assets would be into fixed and 
circulating, the test for inclusion in the one or the other being the convertibility 
of the asset and its forming a part of the cycle starting with the purchase of raw 
materials and the payment of wages and closing with the collection of the 
accounts receivable. It is, of course, interesting from every point of view to 
know that the circulating assets of a company are sufficient to take care of the 
quick liabilities which provide those assets. What is objectionable is the as­
sumption that circulating assets are not as fixed and permanent an investment 
in the business as those assets the physical form of which does not change. A 
necessary cash balance can no more be distributed than can the land on which a 
plant is built. When conditions warrant, another group might cover assets not 
necessary to the conduct of the business, and it could be made perfectly clear 
that the circulating and fixed assets are merely divisions of one group which 
together represent the investment without which the business could not func­
tion.
The attitude of investors in the stock market is based, consciously or not, on 
the theory expressed in the article mentioned. They know that there are no 
more current assets, so-called, in the companies in which they are investing 
than are needed for the conduct of the business; they know that in most cases 
these so-called current assets are insufficient and that with continued losses this 
condition will become aggravated and that regardless of excess of current 
assets over current liabilities their position as stockholders and potential re­
ceivers of dividends will not be improved until those companies accumulate, 
through earnings, assets which are in excess of those required to operate the 
business.
It was somewhat disappointing to read in the January, 1932, number of The 
Journal an article by Anson Herrick in which he seems to range himself on the 
side of the banker by agreeing to the anomalous distinction between fixed and 
current assets, while suggesting a few revisions of the theory as to what is 
usually included in current assets. It is surely time for us to attempt to break 
away from the impossible and illogical situation into which we are forced by 
applying liquidation principles to going concerns and to come out boldly and 
say that assets are either invested in the business or are unnecessary to the 
conduct of the business. Merely to say that they might be turned into cash 
without stating whether that cash must be immediately reinvested or may be 







BASIC STANDARD COSTS, by Eric A. Camman. American Institute 
Publishing Co., Inc., New York. 232 pages.
Cost accounting has experienced two distinct stages of development: the 
first in which emphasis was placed on so-called job costs (sometimes termed 
“actual costs’’), and the second in which attention has been concentrated on 
so-called standard costs (sometimes termed “pre-determined” or “estimated 
costs”). Now comes Mr. Camman with an explanation in book form of what 
may prove to be a third distinct stage of cost-accounting development—the use 
of what he calls “basic standard costs,” wherein “standards as measures” are 
substituted for “standards as ideals (or estimates).”
This distinctive method, which the author has expounded in lectures and 
articles for several years, is almost as different from the earlier forms of stand­
ard costs as standard costs in turn were different from job costs. The plan 
calls, not only for a different type of standards, but for different and additional 
uses of the cost-accounting information obtained. The book is a comprehen­
sive and explicit description of the method and what the author believes to be 
its uses and advantages.
Briefly, Mr. Camman’s theory is that “standard” costs shall be calculated, 
not in terms of expected costs, but merely as basic measures for making cost 
comparisons; that actual costs shall be stated at all times and in all details as 
ratios to these measures; that expected (or estimated) costs, and other budget­
ary features, shall also be stated as ratios to the measures; and that results shall 
be analyzed by determining the sources and amounts of differences between 
actual and standard, expected and standard, and (thus) actual and expected.
Furthermore, instead of carrying the cost-accounting transfers through the 
books of account on the basis of pre-determined standard costs (as is commonly 
done under the earlier type of standard cost procedure) Mr. Camman’s plan 
calls for recording the transactions at “standard” merely in memorandum 
form, while making the cost transfers on the books at an “actual” figure, deter­
mined by calculation from the prevailing ratios of actual to standard.
The effect of the procedure is to concentrate the attention of the analyst and 
the executive on ratios as indices of variations from standard (and from the ex­
pected or budgeted costs) and to express the general accounting results in 
aggregates developed from ratio analysis, rather than aggregates composed of 
numerous individual items and transactions taken at specific costs and amounts.
The book is essentially a description of the plan in operation. After two 
introductory chapters explaining the differences between job costs, “ideal” 
standard costs, and “basic” standard costs, the author proceeds to the details 
of accounting under his plan for labor, for factory expense, and for materials; 
digresses briefly to comment on problems of spoilage, graded products, and 
joint products; then gives a comprehensive explanation of the analysis of 
variations in profits under the basic standard cost plan. After this, he submits 
a recommended account classification and suggests the form of the accounting 
entries, and in conclusion gives attention to the problems of determining nor­
mal capacity and of pricing inter-plant and inter-department transfers.
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One need not agree fully with the author’s view as to the advantages of his 
method to profit greatly from reading the book. Many will have doubts as to 
the possibility of universal application of the method and even of its unquali­
fied superiority in particular cases. It may be objected, for example, that 
where the job-cost plan dealt with one set of figures, and the “ideal standard” 
cost plan with two sets, Mr. Camman’s method calls for three sets, to say 
nothing of the apparently unlimited number of ratios which may be developed 
from them. It will certainly be difficult for an inexperienced cost accountant 
to keep his head amid the distractions of actual costs, expected costs and stand­
ard costs; and it will need be a keen and studious executive who can reason 
quickly to a correct conclusion from every ratio and variance disclosed, 
except after a thorough schooling in the significance of the figures. Further, 
there seems to be danger that unless the accounting work is in the hands of 
persons of thorough training, superior intellect and discriminating care, mis­
takes of serious amount may easily find their way into the general accounts 
without the possibility of prompt and certain detection.
No matter what may be said, however, it will probably be conceded by the 
most skeptical that the method represents the furthermost point of advance in 
cost-accounting procedure of the present day. Whether or not it will largely 
supersede cost accounting of the “ideal standard” type, every accountant 
should familiarize himself with the fundamentals of the method and its uses. 
The author’s insistent emphasis on the study of variations, and his procedure 
for isolating the effects of volume variances, price variances, etc., are important 
enough in themselves to justify a careful reading of the material by every 
accountant. The ability to interpret and deal with variances and variables is 
being recognized more and more as an indispensable part of an accountant’s 
technical equipment, because it is an essential feature of all budgeting, plan­
ning, and control.
The book is to be studied, not to be read casually. A good working knowl­
edge of job-cost and ordinary standard-cost procedure is important to its full 
appreciation. For the reader who is willing to apply his mind to a rather com­
plicated problem, the author makes progress as easy as such things can be. He 
goes directly from point to point, with a wealth of specific explanatory detail 
forming an integral part of his exposition. The style is clear and forthright, the 
argument logical and convincing, the arrangement orderly and coherent.
The chapter on the accounting classification and accounting entries seemed to 
me the least satisfactory portion of the book, made needlessly complicated and 
not so clear at all points as other sections of the book. Fortunately this ma­
terial is least essential to an understanding of what the author has attempted to 
convey. Some enlightenment in the matter of how to calculate “expected” 
performance in precise ratio to “basic standards” would be a welcome addition 
to the explanations.
The publishers evidently gave the author a free hand in the matter of illus­
trations. The text is full of them, and several supplementary charts have been 
included in an envelope in the inside back cover, so that they may be removed 
and spread out for reference as the text is studied. The book must have been 
exceptionally costly to produce, and the publishers are entitled to a vote of 
thanks for cooperating so well with the author in giving adequate presentation 
to a difficult subject. Howard C. Greer.
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LAW FOR LAYMEN, by Harold Dudley Greeley. American Institute 
Publishing Co., Inc., New York. 347 pages.
If it be possible to justify the reviewing, by a layman, of a work on law it 
must be on the principle: “ The proof of the pudding is in the eating.” Not the 
expert who knows how a pudding should be made, and just what ingredients it 
should contain, but the one for whom it is prepared is the ultimate judge of its 
worth. So it may well be that Law for Laymen may be tasted by a layman, 
who may report on its savor and on its digestibility, perhaps on its stimulating 
and nourishing effect.
Tasting the book the layman finds it has a pleasant savor—and that is indeed 
a recommendation for pudding or for book. Its introductions, with which 
most of the chapters begin, are interesting and stimulate further interest in the 
subject; the substance of the chapters is concisely set forth and is not so 
highly seasoned with bits of legalistic erudition as to offend the uninformed. 
The scope of the book is comprehensive; its arrangement orderly. And the 
publishers have presented it in attractive form, garnished with pleasing typog­
raphy.
The book takes up in sequence various phases of commercial law: contracts, 
agency, sales, negotiable instruments, and so on, all in the orderliness of rather 
strict conventionality. In this respect it seems nourishing rather than stimu­
lating.
While the book is apparently intended primarily for accountants, the author 
is in no sense acting as a mere coach for the examinations in commercial law 
given by the Institute. A considerable proportion of the questions thus asked 
require information not contained in this book. To state this limitation is to 
commend the author, not to condemn him.
Acting on the author’s request for suggestions as to possible improvements, 
attention is called to three matters of especial significance to accountants. The 
statement (§912) that salaries paid to partners under agreement, “of course, 
are merely drawings against profits” seems incorrect. It does not cover an 
agreed on salary paid when there are no profits. This can not be a distribution 
of profits, but effects a reapportionment of capital.
In the same paragraph the author, doubtless through inadvertence, states 
that in dissolution, after loans made by the individual partners to the firm have 
been paid, “the amount of the capital contributed by each partner is repaid to 
him.” Not the amount contributed, but the amount remaining after appor­
tioning losses (if such have occurred) is to be paid each partner. And in some 
cases, despite the phraseology of the law, even a partner’s loan would not be 
paid offhand, by a prudent trustee, where the situation, because of losses, was 
such that payment of the loan might imperil the claims of the other partners.
The statement, though often found in textbooks, that “a dividend is a 
portion of the corporate profits distributed to a stockholder,” is objectionable in 
two respects. If a dividend is a portion of profits, there can be no such thing 
as a dividend paid from other sources, and the prohibition of “dividends out of 
capital” is a crass solecism. Furthermore the statement is too sweeping. 
Dividends have not only been paid out of paid-in surplus, but such payments 
have been sanctioned by high authority.
With some hesitation, but relying on “advice of counsel” even a layman may 
question the statements that a tenant’s refusal to pay rent constitutes “adverse 
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possession” (§602) and that the person asking the appointment of a receiver 
must have some “valid title” to the property (§1404).
In the suggested revision the author is urged to be more generous in giving 
formal definitions of legal terms, and more careful in their use. A corporation 
is defined as “a group of individual persons . . . ,” and there are listed as 
instances of corporations “ light, heat and power plants ” (§1001). It taxes the 
intellectual agility of the layman to conceive of a steam boiler and an electric 
generator as “a group of individual persons.”
For thus responding to the request for suggestions for improvement, this 
layman expects the author’s gratitude. Especially so, as, amid many merits, 
it is a laborious task to pick out a few flaws. And the finding of an occasional 
plum-pit does not prove that the pudding is not a meritorious concoction.
Henry Rand Hatfield.
PETROLEUM DISTRIBUTION ACCOUNTS, by Joseph Johnson. Gee & 
Company, Ltd., London, England.
Here is a book from England that those of us in America who are interested in 
the subject of distribution of petroleum products—or the distribution of any 
other commodity—from bulk stations or warehouses to retailers may read with 
profit. It furnishes an excellent example of bookkeeping and accounting con­
trol. We find that the leading distributing companies in the United Kingdom 
are members of a “combine.” They sell only to reputable dealers and com­
mercial consumers under certain association agreements. The dealers own the 
service stations.
In discussing the subject from the American viewpoint, it might be well first 
to outline the organization of a large American oil company. It may consist of 
ten departments, namely: (1) production, (2) natural gasoline, (3) pipe line, 
(4) storage, (5) refinery, (6) tank car, (7) marine, (8) marketing, (8a) plant 
sales, (8b) bulk station or warehouse sales, (8c) service station sales, (9) other 
operating departments, (10) administrative. The British transactions dealt 
with in Mr. Johnson’s book may be compared, in the main, with our American 
(8b) bulk station or warehouse sales.
Although the area of Great Britain is little over one-third that of Texas, it is 
thickly populated, and, doubtless, for that reason the marketing territory is 
split up into divisions. The book under consideration is a word picture of a 
division office at work. Matters of policy, system, standardization of methods, 
sales promotion, etc., are directed by the head office. This leaves the division 
manager and his assistants free to attend to sales in conjunction with the depot 
staffs, the accountant directing all clerical work at the division office.
Each division consists of a number of depots whence drivers, after filling up 
their tank wagons, go their respective routes to replenish dealers’ stocks. Driv­
ers’ cash tickets are different from credit tickets, which makes for ready sorting 
at the division office. At the close of the day each driver delivers to the depot 
office his collections together with sales tickets and a recapitulation of sales on 
a driver’s return. A depot cash report together with drivers’ returns and tick­
ets are sent daily to the division office. The division office sends the head 
office daily a cash summary and a list of sales gallonage by depots. At the 
close of the month the trading accounts and cash remittance accounts are 
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closed into “head office current account,” a condensed analysis of which with 
supporting schedules of essential information is sent to head office.
The book, amply indexed, consists of 120 pages, the first 66 being devoted to 
explanatory text and the remainder to forms and illustrations, the final page 
giving two alternative methods in graphic form showing the flow of information 
from the drivers’ tickets through the various records to the division general 
ledger. Mechanical methods, in view of the fixed handicap of carrying ac­
counts in sterling, are ingeniously utilized, and each step in the office work is 
planned for speed, accuracy and control until the day’s work is analyzed as 
called for by the system.
The author addresses himself to a particular branch of the industry and while 
explaining the accounting procedure he does not overlook the opportunity to 
give us some interesting sidelights on marketing conditions, taxes, “pirates” 
and other things.
If it be true that clear and well instructed records admit of ready audit, the 
traveling inspector from the head office seems to have an easy job checking this 
division and its depots. The author of Petroleum Distribution Accounts has 
made a valuable contribution to the lean library on the accounts of operations 
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DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE
Hargrave, T. H. Replacement of Plant. Accountants’ Magazine, July 
1932, p. 457-62.
Land
Cutmore, Harry S., and Kuehnle, Walter R. New Method of Computing 
“High Land Value” Obsolescence. National Real Estate Journal, 
August 1932, p. 22-5.
ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER
Statistics
Illinois, University of. College of Commerce and Business Research. Operat­
ing and Earning Power Ratios of Electric Companies, by Raymond F. Smith. 
Urbana, Illinois, University of Illinois, College of Commerce and Business 
Administration, Bureau of Business Research, 1932. (Bulletin No. 42.)
EVIDENCE
Summerfield, W. Law of Evidence. Corporate Accountant, July 1932, 
p. 90-1.
EXAMINATIONS
American Institute of Accountants
Finney, H. A., Baumann, H. P., and Gordon, Spencer. Unofficial Answers to 
the Examination Questions of the American Institute of Accountants, May 
1927, to November 1931. New York, American Institute Publishing 
Company, Incorporated, 1932. 423 p.
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FINANCE COMPANIES
Accounting
Boulay, Joseph A. Time Distribution of Earnings of Finance Companies. 
Certified Public Accountant, August 1932, p. 461-5.
GOODWILL
Caldwell, Sydney M. Goodwill. Accountant, August 13, 1932, p. 217-21.
Strain, Myron M. Good (for What?) Will; an Analysis of Good Will. Credit 
and Financial Management, August 1932, p. 12-3.
GOVERNMENT
Accounting
Gordon, G. P. Modern Accounting and Modern Finance in Relation to Public 
Administration. Comptroller, August 1932, p. 31-9.
INVESTIGATIONS
Thoseby, Arthur B. Investigations. Incorporated Accountants’ Journal, 
September 1932, p. 452-6.
LABOR
Accounting




England, B. I. Some Points of Interest in the Accounts of a Lawyer. Cana­
dian Chartered Accountant, August 1932, p. 135-40.
Masters, Martin J. Accounting for Law Offices. Pathfinder Service 
Bulletin, August 1932, p. 1, 3-4.
MECHANICAL DEVICES
Curtis, C. Ralph. Rationalization in Offices, part 3. Accountant, August 27, 
1932, p. 381-2.
McDonald, Gardner W. Standardize Accounting Machines and Cut Production 
Costs. Chain Store Review, July 1932, p. 29-30.
Waddington, Melville W. Accounting Machines. Canadian Chartered 
Accountant, August 1932, p. 145-8.
METAL WORK
Cost Accounting
Terry, Norman. Cost System for Metal Trades. Cost and Management, 
August 1932, p. 230-7.
MOTOR TRUCKS
Cost Accounting
Huff, Leo. Costs Cut Nearly 50%; Centralized Cost Record System Controls 
Expense Items for 2,000 Vehicle Fleet. Power Wagon, August 1932, p. 
14 -23.
MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTING
Chailquist, F. R. Municipal Accounting Officer of the Future. Comptroller, 
August 1932, p. 9-11.
Shepard, Alfred Byron. Municipal Accounts and the Chartered Accountant. 
Canadian Chartered Accountant, August 1932, p. 127-32.
PAINT, VARNISH, ETC.
Cost Accounting
Coles, William F. Practical Cost Accounting as Applied to Paint Manufactur­





Morgan, A. W. Accountants' Status in Long Term Budget Forecasting. Rail­
road and Public Utility Accountant, August 1932, p. 5-7.
RAILROADS 
Accounting 
Whye, Howe N. Railroad Ticket Accounting, part 2—Non-Technical Descrip­
tion of Procedure used by Railroads in Accounting for Ticket Sales. Rail­
road and Public Utility Accountant, August 1932, p. 15-8.
REAL ESTATE 
Accounting 
Mucklow, Walter. Instalment Sales of Real Estate. Journal of Account­
ancy, September 1932, p. 192-201.
Instalments
Mucklow, Walter. Installment Tables in Connection with the Sale of Real 
Estate. Pathfinder Service Bulletin, July 1932, p. 1, 4, 5.
ROADS AND HIGHWAYS 
Accounting
Frye, Thomas D. Accounting and Office Procedure of the Pennsylvania Depart­
ment of Highways. New York, National Association of Cost Accountants, 




National Committee on Standard Reports for Institutions of Higher Educa­
tion. Suggested Forms for Internal Financial Reports of Colleges and Uni­
versities. Urbana, Illinois, University of Illinois, The Committee, Lloyd 
Morey, Chairman, 1932. 45 p. (Bulletin no. 5.)
SCRAP, WASTE, ETC.
Accounting
Mogel, Lloyd F. Accounting for Loss on Imperfects. New York, National 
Association of Cost Accountants, June 15, 1932. (N. A. C. A. Bulletin,
vol. 13, no. 20, section 1, p. 1417—21.)
TAXATION, GREAT BRITAIN 
Corporations
Todd, James J. Assessments of New Businesses and Businesses Which Cease. 
Accountant, Tax Supplement, August 6, 1932, p. 336-40.
Income and Excess Profits
Habbijam, R. S. Treatment of Losses for Purposes of Income Tax. Account­
ant, Tax Supplement, August 27, 1932, p. 359-65.
TAXATION, UNITED STATES
Lasser, J. K. What About the New Tax Law? Management Methods, July 
1932, p. 396-7.
TIRES
Park, L. Automobile Tire Industry. Journal of Accountancy, September 
1932, p. 202-21.
VALUATION
Wellington, C. Oliver. Deflating the Plant Accounts; How Will This Affect 




Cunningham, John W. Observations on Utility Finances and Accounting. 
Journal of the American Water Works Association, August 1932, 
p. 1152-64.
Management
MacDonald, W. E. Operating Economies in Water Works Systems. Journal 
of the American Water Works Association, August 1932, p. 1119-31, 
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Addresses of Periodicals:
Accountant in Australia, 65-67 York Street, Sydney, New South Wales.
Accountants’ Magazine, 23 Rutland Square, Edinburgh, Scotland.
Bankers Monthly, 270 Madison Avenue, New York City.
Canadian Chartered Accountant, 10 Adelaide Street, East, Toronto, Canada.
Certified Accountants Journal, 50 Bedford Square, London, W. C. 1, England.
Certified Public Accountant, National Press Building, Washington, D. C.
Comptroller, 850 East 58th Street, Chicago, Illinois.
Cost Accountant, 6 Duke Street, St. James’s, S. W. 1, London, England.
Cost and Management, 81 Victoria Street, Toronto, Canada.
Credit and Financial Management, 1 Park Avenue, New York City.
Journal of Accountancy, 135 Cedar Street, New York City.
N. A. C. A. Bulletin, 1790 Broadway, New York City.
National Cleaner and Dyer, 34 North Crystal Street, East Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania.
National Real Estate Journal, 139 North Clark Street, Chicago, Illinois.
Pathfinder Service Bulletin, Charles R. Hadley Company, 330 North Los Angeles Street, 
California.
Power Wagon, 536 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, Illinois.
Railroad and Public Utility Accountant, 18 Huron Street, Chicago, Illinois.
Robert Morris Associates, Lansdowne, Pennsylvania.
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Kansas City, Missouri 
October 17 to 20, 1932
PERSONS INTERESTED IN ACCOUNTANCY ARE 
INVITED TO ATTEND THE OPEN SESSIONS
Information may be obtained from the 
Institute’s offices
135 CEDAR STREET + NEW YORK, N. Y.
When writing to advertisers kindly mention The Journal of Accountancy
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 FRAUD 
ITS CONTROL THROUGH 
ACCOUNTS
BY
George E. Bennett, ph.d., ll.m., 
c.p.a.
Nearly every fraud can be prevented 
by precaution. Internal check locks the door 
before the horse is stolen. It minimizes ac­
counting errors and generally leads to 
prompt detection of embezzlement.
America loses through fraud every year 
over $2,000,000,000. Nine-tenths of this 
can be saved by internal check adequately 
applied.
“Fraud, Its Control Through Ac­
counts,’’ by G. E. Bennett, assembles 
information about internal check and 
describes briefly but comprehensively ac­
counting methods which have proved ef­
fective in the war against carelessness 
and crime.
This book was selected by the American 
Institute of Accountants for publication 
because of its great importance. Controllers, 
bookkeepers, business executives and man­
agers and professional accountants will 
find this book of interest and value.
Price $1.50  132 pages
American Institute Publishing Co.
135 Cedar Street, New York
What Shall I Do 
When—?
Every professional man must ask 
himself: What shall I do when this 
happens or when that is requested? 
Ethics of a Profession consists of i 
159 pages. The subjects specifically 
discussed are the following: Going 
into Practice, Offices, Partners, 
Branch Offices, Incorporation, The 
Accountant’s Place in the Com- i 
munity, Soliciting, Advertisement, 
The First Client, Fees, Contingent 
Fees, Commissions, Bidding, Se­
crecy, Prophecy, Name, Clients, 
Staff, Language. 
The most important considera-  
tion of every reputable accountant 
should be the proper practice of his 
profession; consequently a brief text 
upon the general subject of ethics is 
a useful addition to every account­
ant’s library and constitutes a help­
ful companion, especially for begin­
ners in the field.
In Ethics of a Profession the opin­
ions of leaders in accountancy are 
summarized and presented in clear, 
concise language.
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Basic Standard Costs
By Eric A. Camman
This book has met with instant favor and is in demand. The text is clear, comprehen­
sive and authoritative. Every accountant whether engaged chiefly in cost accounting 
or otherwise will find it helpful. All executives will find in it much that will be of 
assistance in solving the problems before them.
The author is well known by students of cost accounting and his experience covers an 
extraordinarily wide range of industry.
The volume consists of 249 pages, 6" x 9", and contains important graphic illustra­
tions of the application of the principles of standard costs in various industries. The 
book is bound in the familiar style of the American Institute Publishing Company 
and the price is $3.50 delivered in the United States.
Orders may be sent to:
THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE PUBLISHING CO., INC.
135 Cedar Street, New York
Now Ready
ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX-Third Supplement
Compiled by the Librarian of the American Institute of Accountants
Reference guide to literature of accountancy January 1, 1928, 
to December 31, 1931, inclusive
Published by order of the Council of the American Institute of Accoun­
tants, continuing the Institute’s established principle that a comprehensive 
key to the literature of the profession be made available.
The edition is limited and printed from type. There is no probability of a 
second printing.
Approximately 650 pages 6" x 9" cloth bound. Price $10.00 delivered in 
the United States.
Ready for delivery. Orders should be sent to
The American Institute Publishing Co., Inc.
135 Cedar Street, New York
When writing to advertisers kindly mention The Journal of Accountancy
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Classified Advertisements
Copy for classified advertising must be in hand at the office of The Journal of Accountancy previous to the twentieth day of the 
month preceding month of publication. Rates for “ Help Wanted ” and " Miscellaneous ” are $9 per inch or fraction for one insertion; 
$7 per inch or fraction each additional insertion. "Situations Wanted,” $5 up to 65 words each insertion.
HELP WANTED SITUATION WANTED
If you are open to overtures for new connection and qualified for 
a salary between S2500 and S25,000, your response to this an­
nouncement is invited. The undersigned provides a thoroughly 
organized service of recognized standing and reputation, through 
which preliminaries are negotiated confidentially for positions of 
the calibre indicated. The procedure is individualized to each 
client’s personal requirements, your identity covered and present 
position protected. Established twenty-two years. Send only 
name and address for details. R. W. Bixby, Inc., 125 Delward 
Building, Buffalo, N. Y.
University Graduate in Accountancy
University graduate in accountancy, desires connection as 
auditor, accountant or office manager. Now employed in like 
capacity by a nationally known public utility company. Experi­
enced in both public and private accounting. Thoroughly 
trained in accounting from both theoretical and practical view­
point. Age 34, Protestant. Highest recommendations as to 
character and ability. Moderate salary. Box No. 178,. care of 
The Journal of Accountancy.
SITUATION WANTED
Accountant — certified in several states seeks a permanent con­
nection with an accounting firm, I am an energetic, professional 
man capable of meeting clients, supervising engagements, writ­
ing reports, familiar with present day systems and experienced 
in the management of an accountant’s office. Willing to locate 
anywhere for moderate compensation. Box No. 177, care of The 
Journal of Accountancy.
Certified Public Accountant
(Texas), age 31, single, desires connection with practising C.P.A. 
or firm, leading eventually to partnership. At present em­
ployed as auditor for firm of oil producers, but willing to make 
sacrifices in salary in order to enter public accounting field. 
Location immaterial, but prefer Southwest. Available 30 days’ 
notice. Box No. 179, care of The Journal of Accountancy.
Complete Set 
Volumes I to LIU 
of
The Journal of Accountancy 
FOR SALE
American Institute Publishing Co., Inc. 
135 Cedar Street, New York
Back Numbers Desired 
of 
The Journal of Accountancy
February 1906 February 1920 June 1928
April 1906 December 1927 July 1928
June 1913 January 1928 August 1928
November 1913 March 1928 May 1929
NOTICE
We are in need of additional copies of the
AUGUST, 1932, JOURNAL OF ACCOUNTANCY
American Institute Publishing Co., Inc.
135 Cedar Street New York
Binding THE JOURNAL OF ACCOUNTANCY
In tan buckram with title, elates and volume number 
stamped in gold on red leather.
When the magazines constituting the volume are sup­
plied by the subscriber the binding charge is $2. Each 
bound volume includes six issues.
Missing numbers, with the exception of a few rare issues, 
will be supplied, if obtainable, at 50 cents each.
Binding orders and the magazines to be bound should be 
mailed or delivered to
AMERICAN INSTITUTE PUBLISHING CO., INC.
135 Cedar Street  New York, N. Y.




Harold Dudley Greeley 
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW 
New York and Connecticut
 CANDIDATES FOR AMERICAN INSTITUTE OR C.P.A. EXAM­
INATIONS — clear and authoritative statements of all principles of law 
usually covered by examinations — readable and thoroughly indexed — 
excellent also for review.
 PRACTISING ACCOUNTANTS — an aid in uncovering questions of 
law in corporate, partnership, estate, bankruptcy, patent, copyright, 
trade-mark and other matters involved in audits and investigations.
 BUSINESS EXECUTIVES — an indicator of legal pitfalls and a silent 
secretary to warn when a lawyer may be needed.
377 pages, cloth bound, price delivered in U. S., $3.50
AMERICAN INSTITUTE PUBLISHING CO., INC.
135 CEDAR STREET, NEW YORK
Published for
The American Institute of Accountants
ACCOUNTING TERMINOLOGY
$1.50
A preliminary report of a special committee on ter­
minology of the American Institute of Accountants. 
An up-to-date glossary of accounting terms which 
reflects the general present-day usages of the vocabu­
lary of the profession.
THE BALANCE-SHEET $3.00
BY CHARLES B. COUCHMAN
A full explanation of the preparation, content and 
interpretation of the balance-sheet.
AUDIT WORKING PAPERS
Cloth $5.00, Leather $7.50
BY J. HUGH JACKSON
Detailed explanation of how the accountant should 
schedule and report results of his findings.
C. P. A. LAWS OF THE UNITED 
STATES $3.00
Compiled by the American Institute of Accountants. 
The only available collection of the full text of all 
the laws in effect September, 1930, governing certi­
fication of public accountants in all states and 
territories of the United States.
DUTIES OF THE JUNIOR 
ACCOUNTANT $1.25
BY W. B. REYNOLDS AND F. W. THORNTON
What is expected of each beginner and more ex­
perienced accountant in conducting an audit from 
beginning to end.
INTRODUCTION TO ACTUARIAL 
SCIENCE $1.50
BY HARRY ANSON FINNEY





      For the convenience of members 
and other accountants the American 
institute of Accountants has estab­
lished a bookshop and mail-order serv­
ice through which technical books of 
all publishers are available for sale at 
regular prices.
     The necessity of sending sepa­
rate orders to the respective publishers 
of books and magazines which may be 
desired can be avoided by ordering 
through the central agency of the 
Institute.
     Visitors are welcome at the book­
shop on the street floor of the build­
ing at 135 Cedar Street, New York.
American Institute Publishing Co., Inc.
135 Cedar Street, New York
OFFICIAL PUBLISHERS AND BOOK SELLERS FOR THE 
American Institute of Accountants
